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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the philosophical and functional framework of the MFA thesis 
exhibition Samsara Unlimited: towards an ecology of compassion. Samsara Unlimited 
was designed as a conceptual social artwork that would engage a network of art students 
and interested participants in developing a collaborative network. Using established high 
art aesthetics and familiar consumer based signifiers; the gallery was transformed over a 
week into a production, design and retail facility. In this torqued capitalist micro-system, 
financial profit was considered critical for the functioning of the system but secondary to 
the generation of a field of compassion. 
 
The project sought to create a process through which the general public could become 
familiar with the perceptive processes engaged by artists in reconstructing everyday 
reality. It was posited that the ability to engage these perceptive processes would 
potentially lead to an ontological shift in the spectator. Participants who entered the 
gallery space could alter between the functional reality of a concept store and the altered 
reality of an art gallery. The public was encouraged to visit over the week of the 
installation to ask questions, get involved in art making process or simply socialize with 
the artists and artisans involved in the project.  
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THESIS EXHIBITION PAPER 
Artist Statement
Background
Exhibition 
Description
Summary 
The Exhibition Thesis 
Paper consists of The Artist 
Statement, Background, 
Exhibition Description, and 
Summary as well as the 
Interactive Appendices 
below. 
 
INTERACTIVE APPENDICES 
The following appendices provide documentation of the exhibition and enable the reader to experience 
the content as it was available to the public through the exhibition media kit and web site during the 
project. The content as well as the ability to navigate it according to ones own interests were an 
integral part of the functioning art system. The media kit was directed to inquiries from the media, 
academia, and the insitutional art world, while the web site was accessible to a global audience as well 
as to visitors within the gallery space. The content and communications design of both the media kit 
and the website were developed as part of the ‘marketing orientation' of artistic concept behind the 
exhibition. The supporting essays were an exception since they were available only through the website 
and were written for an academic and art educated audience. The essays were integrated into the 
artwork as part of artistic investigation into art and academia and process of commercialization. 
Both the website and the media kit were intended to complement the cognitive disorientation process 
active within the gallery installation and designed to interrupt the reality continuity of spectators who 
were operating from a traditional art world perspective; a perspective based on the making of art 
objects and a retinal reliance of those objects for evaluation. 
link to supporting 
essays 
These essays were added as 
further reading to provide 
insight into the theoretical 
background that initiated 
the art work. To maintain 
the conceptual rigour of the 
art system, the essays were 
included on the Samsara 
website and attributed to a 
semi-fictious persona. As 
such the essays should be 
considered as part of the 
artwork. 
QUESTIONS? link to frequently asked questions 
(FAQ's) 
This point of entry was 
directed to a general public 
to explain, in a consumer 
oriented language, the 
theoretical concepts and 
principles that were 
operating in the exhibition. 
link to social 
engagement/
network building 
activities 
This linked to the main 
menu of the website and is 
a record of the various 
activities in which 
participant engaged as part 
of the samsara system. 
Designed to emulate and 
function as a commerical 
website, the frontpage 
provided an entry point to 
the artwork for those 
individuals who would be 
comfortable with a 
commerical design. 
link to resulting 
social network 
These were some of the 
many people who, through 
their active participation, 
developed the relationships 
that composed the artwork.
link to art products
The product listing 
provided descriptions and 
images of the products 
developed.
link to the vision 
and values that 
generated and 
formulated the art 
system 
The Corporate Vision gave 
an understanding of the 
goals, values and 
operational principles of 
Samsara Unlimited
link to design 
principles of system 
and resulting 
products/networks 
The design information 
section provided a detailed 
explanation of the art 
products examined and the 
principles that governed 
their creation.
link to project 
feedback 
The feedback section 
provided an opportunity to 
those affected by the system 
to provide feedback. It also 
provided insight into how 
different people responded 
to the effects of the 
exhibition. 
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 Artist Statement
Samsara Unlimited: towards an ecology of compassion was an artistic investigation into the merger of activism, pedagogy 
and collaborative art practice. While following an art historical line that includes, Marcel Duchamp, Joseph Beuys and Jeff 
Koons, and inspired by the Frankfurt School, Samsara Unlimited explored that nature of art, aesthetics and consumerism in a 
contemporary globalizing transcultural society. The conceptual socially engaged work applied systems based art forms and 
connective aesthetics to examine the relationship between a pervasive contemporary consumer culture and the highly 
specialized art and academic sub-cultures. The project proposed the gallery as a place where ideas are sold and consumed 
while inquiring into the nature of the industrial production and the process of consumption in society at large. To generate a 
process of inquiry about a physical space in that same space required tactics that would work at ontological level and be 
encoded into the expectations of the space. These tactics would have to allow for a disruption of the expected functioning of 
the gallery as a showcase of artworks, while still appearing to function on the surface as an art exhibition. Consequently the 
installation design required some reflection on how to re-engineer the functioning of the institutional gallery space so that it 
generated an increased potential for a process of creative inquiry to occur. It was important that the art exhibition to appear 
subject to the expected processes of perception, observation, and criticism by artists, academics and spectators.
Given the social and subversive nature of the work, it was decided to employ the notion of the temporary autonomous zone 
(TAZ) as described by Hakim Bey. The TAZ employs a practice that evades the processes and procedures of formal control 
and by definition these bootstrap methods are drawn out of randomness, play and the spontaneity of passing moment. The 
TAZ opens up temporary moments in which creativity or insight become possible by covertly inserting viral information in 
the form of art products and playful performative activity into the matrices of the conditioned cognitive or physical space. In 
order for the gallery space to be predisposed to generating TAZ’s, the physical site had be networked to many physical sites of 
creative interaction beyond the gallery walls.
The physical design of the exhibition installation in the gallery included a working research and development lab for art 
works, an office, and a showroom/concept store while energizing the TAZ required developing network relationships between 
art students, artisans, models, photographers, trades people, private companies and consumer-spectators. Allowing for 
multiple levels of entry through a consumer-based aesthetic and a recursive process of examination through memetics 
encoded into the interior, art product, and systems design, the gallery exhibition appeared to be a standard MFA exhibition. 
However, artists and spectators both commented that there was something different that could be felt but not described when 
one entered the gallery space. The exhibition drew in an audience of students and academics from various departments 
including commerce, religious studies, sociology and art and art history through its various on campus nodal activities as well 
as a wide public that was interested in the unique use of the institutionally based gallery. It was my intention that the minds 
and personalities from various disciplines and publics mixed randomly within the conceptual matrix of the art based network. 
The matrix which included the physical design of the gallery and specific content and attempted to pry open gaps in the 
cognitive structure of spectators but also to allow for processes, projects and designs to be generated spontaneously through 
various stages of the project. These processes were coded into the usual development of a gallery exhibition and included 
conceptualization, installation, promotion, execution, special-events, the exhibition closing, de-installation, and wrap-up as 
well as negotiation of the various institutional processes that conditioned these activities
This artist statement as well as the following background, exhibition description, and summary sections were purposely left 
out of the gallery space. The intention of this act was to maintain the gallery site as a known place of art exhibition while 
removing the traditional avenues of entry provided to invite the visitor of an exhibition into a spectator role. This confusing 
moment between the expectation of art exhibtions and the experience of a consumer based design lab and showroom 
potentially created a gap for the visitor to become aware of their active participation in an art system and consequently their 
ability to actively alter their role in that system as well as the academic and commerical systems active at this nexus. Whether 
or not the spectator was able to make the leap through this mirror and down the rabbit hole seemed to depend on their own 
predispostion, personal philosophies and expectations as well as the randomness designed into the experiential space. 
 
Background
As part of fulfilling the requirements of an MFA at the University of Saskatchewan, each MFA candidate is required to 
produce an MFA thesis exhibition accompanied by a thesis exhibition paper. While traditional forms of contemporary art such 
as sculpture, drawing, painting, printmaking and photography hold much merit and are product based, I was interested in 
developing a conceptual art work that examined itself and the academic, public, and commercial systems that defined the 
production of a successful MFA thesis exhibition. As an artist-activist and as a prospective-post secondary instructor and 
academic interested in the development of civil society, I wanted to investigate and develop a conscious understanding of the 
process through which corporate oriented thinking had infiltrated and re-organized academia according to its interests, art 
production, intellectual curiosity and society in general. Likewise, I was interested in creating an environment that allows for 
multiple points of entry and multiple levels of understanding so that students and publics could experience an intensification of 
the operation of the consumer oriented system and thereby develop their own response to it according to any new found 
awareness.
The concept directed me to envision the art work being encapsulated and executed through a semi- fictitious and clearly 
branded product development and retail concept store, Samsara Unlimited. Initiated by an equally ficticious founder – Al 
Hack, the name Samsara Unlimited was chosen because of the Buddhist teaching that samsara relates to the endless cycle of 
life and decay. Al Hack refers to the sense the oneness behind all realities and a process known to some contemporary artist-
mystics as hacking the reality construct to experience the full the mystery of life. Hacking itself comes from the term as it 
refers to a cyber-space adept in re-purposing or improving a computer based system.
I chose to develop a socially engaged art work based on complex systems theory because a systems approach is not causal and 
linear but is pervasive and environmental and might allow for an investigation into cognitive issues that have become 
ubiquitous and possibly invisible within the contemporary media driven consumer oriented environment or system in which 
we exist. This is the basis of installation art, given that one of the tactics that can be employed by the contemporary artist is to 
reveal the extraordinary within the ordinary through the ordinary itself. This is also the nature of Zen.
The primary purpose of this exhibition was to activate a social space that would engage and develop the creative abilities of a 
network of art students in a collaborative conceptual art project that involved generating artworks and extending the 
performative action of networking and communication beyond the gallery walls and and to initiate a re-thinking of the various 
definitions of art as held by the public. Consequently, the socially engaged work entitled Samsara Unlimited: towards an 
ecology of compassion, was the product of an investigation into a merger of pedagogy, activism and art. The project was 
designed with the intention of researching ways of generating creative social relationships and networking them into a learning 
system through artistic collaboration. . Like a corporation, the resulting system of relations could be understood as a cybernetic 
organism, which in this case, exists at the nexus of art, commercialism and academia with the purpose of examining the 
conditions that generated itself by subverting itself. Simply put, this work of art is an experiment in generating collective 
awareness through art. This art experiment posed the questions: could a contemporary conceptual artwork create the conditions 
necessary to generate a network of social and creative relationships and could the resulting cybernetic system then work 
towards investigating and redefining issues about itself and the awareness of the participants involved in the relationships, 
while maintaining the properties of conceptual art? The answers sought were not a simple yes or no, but would be found 
within the thoughts and reflections of those who in some way experienced the art work and through that experience became a 
living extension of it.
At this moment in history, corporations, a relatively new invention, hold an unprecedented influence on the way we think, 
perceive and live out our lives. The impact of corporate thinkingthinking in the capitalist economic system has influenced our 
values and priorities in life and subsequently the potential role of artists, academics, and other members of society. 
Furthermore the corporate modality has determined a new world order regarding the relative importance of artistic and 
academic endeavours in determining the nature of society and consequently our relationship to each other and to the 
environment that sustains us.Through this lens, both university and public art galleries, imbedded in a system of academic and 
cultural institutions, could be interpreted as places where artists and their ideas are promoted and sold, and careers are made or 
broken. Artists, academics, and publics do not have to be aware of their participation in this system, they simply have to 
function within it.
To create the conditions where the gallery’s corporatized function would become visible, the processes operating within the 
space had to be activated and charged so that ruptures would occur. In order to unpack the complex relationship between the 
art, academia and commerce, Samsara Unlimited became a store or market place where products in the form of art objects 
were generated, presented, and sold and where, on a metaphoric level, ideas were generated, presented, and sold. 
In the ever present media environment, consumerism and personal desire appear to be implicated in generating our sense of 
place in society as well as the sub-cultural processes present in academia and the art world. In order to interrupt the continuum 
of our media driven reality, Samsara Unlimited was positioned as catalyst to intensify the nature of the commercialism in 
academia and the art world with the objective of creating enough dissonance to open up perception to other realities that 
embody other potentialities other than consumerism. As such any participant connected to the space whether as artist, 
observer, or critical evaluator, through an innate human desire for success in that role, became an active element or process in 
the art work and subject to examination both within themselves and by the generated cybernetic system. 
In the commercial world the process of developing an excellent saleable product is usually determined by a program of 
product research and development and often includes reviews by consumers and critics. In the art and academic worlds parallel 
processes exist. The artistic process is directed towards developing an outstanding and unique line of art works that are carried 
to the public through institutional and commercial galleries, while the academic process is directed towards developing a 
unique set of ideas and publishing papers with research value that can be applied to further research in the subject or 
incorporated into a commercially viable process. Similarly the success of a commercial product is dependent on developing a 
product with a set of features and a unique identity for marketing and sales. In terms of career development and product 
development the term used by both marketers and career counselors is the same: branding. In this position, branding and 
identity become terms that merge into each other and apply to corporate entities and their commercial products as well as 
artists and their artworks and academics and their publications. When an individual begins to think of themselves and the 
products of their work as having to develop a unique identity in order to market themselves as well as the product, we have 
translated a commercial process of perception and analysis into the idea of being. The ontological impact is evident in 
commercial marketing programs and art production that essentialize female, racial, and gender identity and have 
epistemological implications. The relationship is complex and has much to do with the desire of individuals to seek success in 
whatever system or culture or sub-culture they are imbedded. The question for the socially engaged artist is how to create a 
disturbance in the perceptive space of the individual who has branded themselves according to the existing paradigm in their 
particular world. The individual, whether artist, academic, or corporate employee may no longer able to critically examine the 
patterns, processes and behaviours that are common to the art, academic, and corporate worlds without the pattern obscuring 
the investigation that seeks to disturb it. Within the system a paradigm shift is seemingly impossible to comprehend, but if a 
system is ruptured, a new operational landscape becomes possible. The question then becomes how does one encourage the the 
system to digest the process or content that will cause a rupture and reconfiguration in the system?
In order to produce the desired rupture in this system of identity formulation and subsequent behaviour, Samsara Unlimited 
was formulated like a commercial entity that had all the features of one but operated from an alternative value system that 
subverted the consumer operating structure. In this way Samsara could be placed in the art gallery of an institution but be not 
of it. Likewise operationally, Samsara could function as a commercial entity but being in an art gallery allowed a torque of 
consumerism towards another end. As such Samsara Unlimited investigated the functioning of desire, attachment and 
consumerism through a modality that appeared to be commercial in intent but was actually an artistic intervention. The model 
went so far as to refine the profit motive in terms of compassion rather than financial gain. While the notion of financial gain is 
primary to the existence of most commercial entities it was secondary to the Samsara Unlimited system. The concept 
demanded the profit from these sales should amplify the intention towards compassion. Consequently all financial profits from 
the operation of the investigation would be given to support an endeavour that was socially engaged and working from a place 
of compassion itself.
The processes and ‘commercial’ objects that were generated by the Samsara Unlimited system were developed to slip into the 
cognitive space of gallery-visitor, consumer and academic alike and disrupt the imaginative barriers that separate the art world, 
commercial world and academic world. 
The challenge in putting forth a complex artwork of this nature is that it essentially creates what I term an Alice and the 
Looking Glass situation.  In this situation, the viewer of or participant in the subversive work may be able to see the other side 
of the glass and walk through into a new understanding or they may simply see a reflection. The psychological space that the 
work seeks to subvert is generated and strengthened by pervasive processes that determine meaning and self-identity, and any 
attempt to subvert the space is likely to result in an activation of psychological mechanisms i that protect from cognitive 
dissonance or a sense of revelation. Either way the responses to the work are potentially emotional and highly charged. 
 
Exhibition Description
Activating the Artwork and Exhibition Space
In order to exist, Samsara Unlimited required the active incorporation of individual will and abilities of people who were 
interested in developing a socially engaged collaborative artwork. The sense of social engagement was engendered through four 
functional areas of the project. First, a performance space was installed in the gallery to generate social interaction based on 
compassion inbetween artist-performers themselves and between the artist-performers, the creative and business partners and the 
gallery visitors. This relationship building was initiated through the creation, administration, marketing and sales interactions 
surrounding art products. Second, artists and publics were actively included in the installation, execution and de-installation 
process of the performance space in order to build both alignment with, and ownership of, the principles underlying the project. 
Third, artists and participants were included in the promotion of the exhibition and the extension of the social network and its 
values that were based on compassion. Finally a web site was developed to extend the ideas behind project to a global audience 
and to provide a method of feedback for participants. 
 
The Performative Exhibition Space
Once visitors arrived at the exhibition space they found an interior that utilized visual signifiers from contemporary consumer 
and art culture and commonly found in medium to high end concept stores. The layout of the exhibition space focused on three 
main areas, a retail showroom, an office and a design laboratory, incorporated in an open concept interior design.
floorplan
(click on image to enlarge) 
The design laboratory included five art production areas: wearable, edible, karma soothing (fragrance and personal care), 
decorative and package design. 
design laboratory 
The retail showroom included a lounge and displayed art product prototypes on clothing racks and mannequins, in product cases 
and on walls in a salon wall-type organization and a lounge. The prototypes for sale ranged from chocolate Buddha truffles to 
unique t-shirts to unique silk-screened wall hangings. Detailed descriptions about the products as well as the product 
development process can be found in the product catalogue and design process sections.  The lounge was available for visitors 
to rest and relax. To encourage social engagement, at 3PM each day a salon with tea, fruit and muffins was held in the lounge. 
Both artists and visitors were invited to participate and discussions were wide ranging. 
retail showroom 
Installation of the Exhibition Space
One week was taken to install the facility in the exhibition space and during this time the gallery was open to allow visitors to 
interact with the artists involved in the installation process, to ask questions, or to get involved with the installation performance. 
The opening up of the installation process to gallery visitors was seen as an essential aspect of the project. This allowed visitors 
to engage in the process of creation and familiarize themselves with artistic principles behind the performance-installation rather 
than simply witnessing the finished exhibition space in which objects were displayed. Participating artists played a vital role in 
deciding upon the layout of the facility and the display of the art product prototypes. 
installation period 
Promotion of the project and extension of the network
During the same week and in the days leading up to the exhibition, various promotional activities took place across the 
university campus in an effort to extend the ability of the project to cultivate compassion based relationships beyond the walls of 
the gallery. These activities were divided into two categories: active social engagement and passive guerrilla advertising. The 
socially engaging activities included a tagging campaign and a temporary tattoo campaign using the project logo, a drum circle, 
and a bicycle repair workshop, while the guerilla advertising included a campaign of posting artworks from the exhibition in 
commercial promotional spaces in bathrooms on campus and in strategic public bathrooms across the city.  
Access to the Samsara Unlimited web site was provided in the gallery space, so observers who were interested in the generative 
structure of the art system could investigate the operating structure of Samsara as well as have access to a record of the 
network's activity. The web site provided a communications channel to a global audience from the Samsara Unlimited art system 
and thereby extended the ability of the system to affect other systems and observers beyond the walls of the gallery space. 
http://www.samsaraunlimited.com
The media kit was developed to handle inquiries from the media, prospective private sector partners and institutional inquiries 
and contained information similar to the web site. The MFA thesis examination committee when visiting the exhibition were 
given these kits and taken on a media tour of the Samsara facility in full operation within the gallery. 
In the tagging and temporary tattoo campaign over 1000 project logos were placed strategically around the campus and on the 
bodies of students and instructors. The temporary tattoos allowed participant artists to engage students in campus pubs and 
public university areas where contemporary art is not normally displayed or discussed. To initiate the conversation about the 
project students were asked if they would like to be branded for compassion. In the course of the discussion, it was revealed that 
the temporary tattoo was a project logo that was meant to signify identification with the development of a culture based on 
compassion and that the same brand was being applied to art products and socially engaged art activities that were created with 
the idea of extending the ideas behind the formulation of a culture of compassion. The newly branded person was handed one or 
more invites to the exhibition and if appropriate some additional temporary tattoos. They were then invited to continue with that 
tagging/branding activity.
tagging project 
 
The drumming circle, lantern making workshop and the bicycle repair promotions were designed to draw in people and 
to suggest a sense of community through music, craft-making, and service. Unfortunately the drumming circle was 
rained out twice but the lantern-making bicycle repair workshop did go ahead as planned.
Lanterns were prepared by both guests and host artists as 
part of creating community through work. The lanterns 
were used on the opening night to generate atmosphere 
around the outdoor performance. 
 The repair workshop was associated with a free campus 
bike project that was inspired by the ideas behind the art 
exhibition and put forth by one of the participating artists. 
The idea behind the free bike project was to collect a 
number of bicycles during the exhibition and brand them 
with the project logo to demonstrate alignment with the 
project principles. Over the following year the bicycles 
would be expected to be repaired and painted then 
distributed across campus for people to use to get from one 
place on campus to another. 
The posting of printed artworks from the exhibition in purchased commercial advertising spaces in bathrooms was regarded as a 
way of infiltrating promotional spaces designed to capture the attention of people whose gaze was fixed because they were 
conducting certain body functions. The exhibition advertising directed bathroom users/viewer to the exhibition web site. In terms 
of content, these promotions simply put forth a website address with an image and an aphorism. The advertisments teased the 
bathroom visitor by not giving any real information with the hope that the visitors curiousity would be arroused and then they 
might go look up the website. Through this teasing and the placement of image in an unorthodox site the promotional works 
maintained the concept of the exhibition and conequently functioned as both art work and advertisement simuteniously. An 
edition of the advertisements also appeaded in the exhibition space. For those who came to the exhibtion this dual placement in 
bathroom and gallery was intended to propose an inquiry into whether vistors to the bathroom or to the gallery spent more time 
considering and acting upon the content of the artwork-advertisments. The image and text combinations used in the 
advertisements also appeared on many of the labels of the art products with the purpose of exploring the use of image and text to 
convey artistic ideas through the product that consumers purchase. In this way, consumer products were transformed into art 
objects while the image and text combinations were trasformed simulteniously into consumer products. 
promotional spaces 
 
Brand Launch Evening
On September 22, 2006 Samsara Unlimited launched its brand with a sample and prototype sale and auction in support of the 
Tshelanyemba Community Project in Rural Zimbabwe. The project was organized by Sylvia Cholodiniuk. This community run 
project sought to serve the needs of the children who have been affected by HIV/AIDs.
The evening included the following activities:
1. A short lecture from professor Peter Purdue on the history of Art and Activism in North America to provide people attending 
the event with the art historical context of the Samsara project;
2. Sylvia Cholodnuik conducted a slide show about the Tshelanyemba Community Project to facilitate an understanding of the 
teleological nature of the artwork and to provide the feedback loop to all the Samsara network members who were able attend 
the event 
3. Models from the fashion shoot as well as many more volunteers that had connected to the project during the gallery 
installation and exhibition phases wore the Samsara fashion items and t-shirts. These network members circulated through the 
gallery space engaging the public by discussing the project, its challenges and merits, as well as the reasons that they had 
become involved with it. 
4. A printed silk art work was donated to the University of Saskatchewan Art collection and was accepted on behalf of the 
President's office by Don Gorsalitz. This was done to give the university a chance to obtain a commemorative piece that could 
engage students in future years if they chose to research the history of the work. However, the donation was also a extension of 
the Samsara artwork and designed to engage the gate-keeper institutional processes at the university in a debate around the 
uncollectability of activist oriented art. Subsequent to the donation ceremony, the artwork entered the University of 
Saskatchewan Collection Advisory Committee evaluation process to see if it would be accepted into the collection. The jury 
decision regarding the acceptablity of the product was pending at the time of this publication. 
5, The sales and auction of the Samsara samples and prototypes resulted in approximately $1000 being donated to the 
Tshelanyemba Community Project. The amount of profit was twice the expected goal originally set out at the beginning of the 
project. The funds will be administered by Sylvia Cholodnuik according to the priorities set by the Tshelanyemba community 
members themselves. Samsara Unlimited provided a working art-based laboratory to develop a community system anchored 
upon the principles of compassion and creativity. Furthermore it demonstrated the ability of such a community based system 
based to extend the flow of capital to another community based system in another part of the world; thereby allowing the 
recipient system to generate localized activity based on an ethos of compassion.
brand launch evening 
 
 
 
Summary
This paper describes the philosophical and functional framework of the exhibition Samsara Unlimited: towards an ecology of 
compassion. Samsara Unlimited was designed as a conceptual social artwork that would engage a network of art students and 
interested participants in developing a collaborative network. This collaborative group went on to transform the Gordon-
Snelgrove art gallery at the University of Saskatchewan into an immersive socially engaged performance space. The 
collaborative social network and the performance space were centered around the idea of cultivating and extending a culture of 
compassion through an artistic exploration of the relationship between art, academic and consumer culture and its association 
with mass, intellectual and boutique item production. In this torqued capitalist micro-system, financial profit was considered 
critical for the functioning of the system but secondary to the generation of the field of compassion. In redefining the profit 
motive, Samsara Unlimited, was an experiment to explore an envisioning of a world based on compassion for each other and 
the environment rather than on financial and material accumulation. All financial profits generated by the project were given to 
support the capacity building activities of an individual who was working with a community in rural Zimbabwe where there 
exists a high percentage of children orphaned by HIV/AIDS. This latter component was considered crucial in that it could 
demonstrate the global extension of field of compassion generated through localized creative activity.  
 
On a local level, the project sought to create a process through which the general public could become familiar with the 
perceptive processes engaged by artists in reconstructing everyday reality. It was posited that the ability to engage these 
perceptive processes would potentially lead to an ontological shift. Using established high art aesthetics and familiar consumer 
based signifiers, the gallery was transformed over a week into a production, design and retail facility so that people that 
entered the gallery space could alter between the functional reality of a concept store and the altered reality of an art gallery. 
The public was encouraged to visit over the week of the installation to ask questions, get involved in the project or simply 
socialize with the artists and artisans involved in the project.
In the second week of the exhibition the Samsara Unlimited was fully active as an open concept design and production facility 
and showroom. Visitors could talk to staff working on designing or manufacturing art projects as well as view products in the 
“retail” showroom. Although all the products in the store seemed mass manufactured each was actually either unique, 
editioned, or hand crafted. Furthermore each product was designed to function simultaneously as both art object and a 
consumer object. The familiarity of the space encouraged those who were not inclined to enter an art gallery to do so. For 
those who were familiar with an art gallery, the consumer façade allowed for an inquiry into the functioning of art in 
contemporary consumer society. 
In terms of connective aesthetics, the collaborative nature of the exhibition created working relationships between various 
individuals and groups involved with the project and interested in its activist nature. Some student artists felt that their practice 
would never be the same and left the project determined to develop projects that explored local and global humanitarian and 
environmental issues through the arts. A web site was developed, in order to extend the connectivity of the project and to allow 
it to act as a prototype to inspire other activist oriented art projects around the world.
The future of Samsara Unlimited is uncertain. The art system was a prototype that was designed to learn and evolve. Whether 
or not it remains viable as an art project or network organism will be determined by its ability to adapt. Nevertheless, it 
remains a project that was able to involve artists and publics in a temporary zone of co-exploration regarding the potential of 
art to investigate, challenge and reveal the functioning of processes obscured by our immersion in them. 
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Theoretical Anchors and Art Historical Reference Points 
Marcel Duchamp 
Marcel Duchamp was an artist known for releasing art from its reliance 
on the visual or "retinal" and opening the territory for art practices based 
on concepts and the relationship of the work with the viewer. Duchamp 
saw the creative act belonging not to the artist but accuring in the mind of 
the spectator, through the spectators interpretation of the art work. (Nov 
1, 2006 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcel_Duchamp)
Joseph Beuys 
Joseph Beuys regarded society as one great work of art. He believed that 
each person could contribute creatively to the creation of the social 
organism. 
(Nov 1, 2006 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beuys#_note-4)
Jeff Koons 
Jeff Koons is known for his high priced art that plays on kitsch and 
commericialism in the art world. 
(Nov 1, 2006 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Koons)
Frankfurt School 
A neo-marxist school that put forth "The Critical Theory of Society" as a 
response to industrialism as advanced capitalist society moved towards 
facism. Through this integrated theory, the Frankfurt school sought " 
simultenously to expain and combat dominationa and alientation and 
bring about a rational, humane, democratic, and socialist society."  
(Nov 1, 2006 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frankfurt_school)
Art System 
A system is a grouping of, real or abstract, objects or entities that form a 
whole and where each part interacts or is inter-related with every other 
part. An art systems is an organization of ideas, products, and people that 
are inter-related and inter-active. If an art system becomes self 
maintaining or self generating then it takes on qualities of a cybernetic 
system and could also a be considered living artwork defined primarily 
by its relationships processes, and indeterminate boundary conditions. 
Connective Aesthetics 
A term first used by Suzi Gablik that refers to the move towards art-
making that integrates itself as a socially responsive form. Connective 
aesthetics is used to describe art that focuses interdependence, 
interconnectedness, and community. Connective aesthetics, informs art-
making that move away from art making as an individual endeavour and 
towards an undestanding that the "relational self is embedded in larger 
systems and tends towards integration."  
Gablik, Suzi, "Connective Aesthetics", American Art, Vol6, No.2 
(Spring, 1992), pp 2-7 
Temporary Autonomous Zones 
The Temporary Autonomous Zone (TAZ) describes the socio-political 
tactic of creating temporary space that eludes formal structures of control. 
The essay uses various historical and philosophical examples, all of 
which attempt to lead the reader to the conclusion that the best way to 
create a non-hierarchical system of social relationships is to concentrate 
on the present and on releasing one's own mind from the controlling 
mechanisms that have been imposed on it.
In the formation of a TAZ, Bey argues that information becomes a key 
tool that sneaks into the cracks of formal procedures. A new territory of 
the moment is created that is on the boundary line of established regions. 
Any attempt at permanence, that goes beyond the moment, deteriorates to 
a structured system that inevitably stifles individual creativity. It is this 
chance at creativity that is real empowerment. 
(from Nov 1, 2006 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Temporary_Autonomous_Zone )
Reality Hacking 
Reality hacking is an artistic practice that emerges from the intersection 
of hacking and hacker culture, contemporary art, activism, and net 
culture. Reality hacking takes as its basis a broad, phenomenological 
point of view of the world, and considers (often unorthodox) 
investigations into everyday objects and situations a meaningful way of 
probing into the working of varied social contexts. 
(from Nov 1, 2006 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reality_hacking)
Samsara 
Sa?s?ra, the Sanskrit and P?li term for "continuous movement" or 
"continuous flowing" refers in Buddhism to the concept of a cycle of 
birth (j?ti) and consequent decay and death (jar?mara?a), in which all 
beings in the universe participate and which can only be escaped through 
enlightenment. Sa?s?ra is associated with suffering and is generally 
considered the antithesis of nirv??a or nibb?na. 
(from Nov 1, 2006 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samsara_%28Buddhism
%29)
Hacking 
In computer programming, a hacker is a software designer and 
programmer who builds elegant, beautiful programs and systems. A 
hacker can also be a programmer who hacks or reaches a goal by 
employing a series of modifications to exploit or extend existing code or 
resources. 
(from Nov 1, 2006 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hacker)
Complex Systems Theory 
Complex Systems theory referes to a research approach that moves 
outside of a reductionist approach to understanding phenomena. A 
complex system in nature exhibits the following charateristics: 
relationships are non-linear; relationships contain feedback loops; 
complex systems are open; complex systems have a memory; complex 
systems may be nested; boundaries are difficult to determine; dynamic 
network of multiplicity 
(from Nov 1, 2006 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_system)
Zen 
Zen is a form of Mahayana Buddhism that places great importance on 
moment-by-moment awareness and 'seeing deeply into the nature of 
things' by direct experience. 
(from Nov 1, 2006 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zen)
Cybernetic System 
"Cybernetics is the study of communication and control, typically 
involving regulatory feedback in living organisms, machines and 
organisations, as well as their combinations. " 
(Nov 1, 2006 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cybernetic)
Cognitive Dissonance 
Cognitive dissonance is the perception of incompatibility between two 
cognitions, which can be defined as any element of knowledge, including 
attitude, emotion, belief, or behavior; in laymen's terms, it is the 
uncomfortable tension that comes from holding two conflicting thoughts 
at the same time. The theory of cognitive dissonance states that 
contradicting cognitions serve as a driving force that compels the mind to 
acquire or invent new thoughts or beliefs, or to modify existing beliefs, 
so as to reduce the amount of dissonance (conflict) between cognitions. 
Experiments have attempted to quantify this hypothetical drive. 
(from Nov 1, 2006 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_dissonance)
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Download 
“Men are so necessarily mad, that not to be mad would amount to 
another 
form of madness”
 (Pascal excerpted from the preface of Madness and Civilization by 
Foucault)
 
 
The Functioning Artist in the Carceral Society
 
The artist, like all members of society, is in a conditioned and domesticated state within the carceral society. The 
high functioning artist differs in perceptive state from the normalized individual by the cultivation of a lucid insanity 
or non-pathological deviance that subverts the carceral value aesthetic of the sane. The present paper positions 
contemporary artists as aesthetic or value system subversives who are considered integral to a society’s 
functioning. This argument posits that the nature of the artistic function is revealed in cybernetic systems 
relationship between aesthetics and values, power and capital, society and its institutions.  The analysis examines 
the tension between the symbolic and biological universe and the artist’s role in mediating between the two 
realities. This mediating role is asserted as the energy that drives and defines the carceral nature of the societal 
system in relation to its art institutions and the art subculture.
The artist functions in society as a mediator of signs and symbols and thereby maintains the potential to influence 
both cultural aesthetics and the value systems of his society. These same value systems also define the nature of 
aesthetic possibilities that an artist may be able to perceive. The relationship between aesthetics, values, and 
artistic functioning is not sequential but circular and complex. Similarly the relationship between the power and 
creative production of artists who operate under the coercion or direction of institutions and the society that governs 
the operation of those institutions is more rhizomic [than causo-linear. 
 The challenge of understanding the implications of the carceral state arises from the layered states of 
incarceration. The carceral state refers not only to the political body of culture but the operational state required by 
a society of its institutions and of its artists. There exists another layer of the carceral state within the mind of the 
artist. This psychological state refers to conditions imposed by the artist by himself through the operations of self-
discipline and self-surveillance. There exists an inherently complex relationship between the artist’s function in 
society and the functioning of the artist’s. The carceral state reflects the enigmatic challenge of the artist to function 
in society as a carceral subversive while subverting his own carceral conditioning. 
 Given that the role of the subversive artist is to surface the sub-textual patterns within his worldview, the artist must 
achieve a certain level of fabricated objectivity from his own world, in order to comment upon it. This requirement of 
a false subject-object duality between the artist’s worldview and a supposedly objective and externalized world on 
which he must comment, and it infuses a perplexing condition upon the artist living within the present state of hyper-
capitalism. Pierce states:
Our worldview is a cultural pattern that shapes our mind from birth. …We are shaped by this web; it 
determines the way we think, the way we see what we see. It is our pattern of representation and 
our response sustains the pattern.  (6) 
 In order to see through the carceral state of their own mind as well as the state of the carceral society in which 
they function, the only sane or conditioned response of the artist in fulfillment of this subversive/commentator role 
becomes a deliberate cultivation of a bipolar or possibly a schizoid state of being (p38, von Bertalanffy). Carol 
Becker’s essay “Herbert Marcuse and the Subversive Potential of Art” reflects upon the notion of the apparently 
dualistic function of art in capitalist society that is deemed to be at the crux of the schism in the mind of the 
contemporary westernized artist. Becker states: 
Within capitalism the only justifiable place for art is as an object that can be bought, speculated 
upon, and sold for profit. Or it might serve as a diversion or entertainment. Its value as a tool can 
regenerate the lost, hidden, creative, spiritual, and intuitive aspect of human life which capitalism 
has denigrated. (118 ) 
 Consequently, the artist seems to be forced to direct his efforts between two apparently polar functions of art. 
There exists a pressure within the system to conform within the functionary boundaries of these polar attractors and 
likewise the performativity of the art-maker may be conditioned to produce objects within the understood aesthetics 
of the function. In western culture, ego boundaries are highly defined and moving outside of a defined performance 
role is considered abhorrent form of behaviour. However, this loosening of the ego boundaries, as required by one 
who contemplates the patterns of their world, does not necessarily translate to a pathological condition (von 
Bertalanffy, 39). The “peak state” described by Maslow, the trance state of the mystic or the ultra athlete, or the 
creative state of the artist are momentary zones of autonomy where performative behaviour and mental processes 
outside the norm, can be understood if not wholly accepted by the western culture. 
 Many significant works of contemporary art require movement beyond the performative norm into the arena of the 
insane. They operate between the acceptable function and the obscene function is an aesthetic sense. For 
example the highly repetitive yet chaotic operations involved in Jackson Pollock’s drip paintings, might be 
understood as the manifestation of an obsessive-compulsive disorder in a psychiatric context.  Marcel Duchamp’s 
alter ego Rrose Selavy, could be considered as arising from an Oedipal complex or multiple personality disorder. 
Other more recent pre-occupations, such as those of Dougas Gordon, attempt to reveal the darker drives behind 
the normative fictions created to keep a society functioning. The self-mutilations and neurosis present in many 
performance art works can only be considered outside the normative behaviour acceptable to mainstream culture. 
Yet there is something compelling about the creative production of these artists. Something submerged in the 
consciousness of the western culture is revealed in these works. Some artists plumb a madness of sorts and 
secure access to the obscured truths. These works function to reveal their findings within the permissible societal 
notions of art. Foucault confirms this function of art as one that reveals an obscured truth through a process of 
madness. Foucault in Madness and Civilization states:
Through madness, a work that seems to drown in the world, to reveal there its non-sense and to 
transfigure itself with the features of pathology alone, actually engages within itself the world’s time, 
masters it, and leads it; by the madness which interrupts it, a work of art opens a void, a moment of 
silence, a question without answer, provokes a breach without reconciliation where the world is 
forced to question itself. (288).
 
This acceptable madness is a key to the nature of the functioning artist within a capitalist system. In madness, one 
could speculate the existence of a permissible autonomy from the process governing normative thought. This 
autonomy, even if a temporary respite or delusional covenant from the referential system, gives the artist the insight 
to fulfill his function in society.
 
The insanity of the artist or the behaviour to produce works outside the understood norm seems to be generated 
from the oscillations within the artistic mind.  This suggests that a permissible autonomy from the norm creates a 
space where reality can be reconfigured. This creative autonomous zone suggests a relationship between the 
functioning of insanity, the formation of identity and the resulting modification of contemporary artistic behaviour. In 
terms of the artist, functionality, in the societal context, comes by injecting insights gained from the journey into the 
insanity into the self-generating structures of the society. In this way the society evolves and expands its 
incarcerating or sane territory. To remain functioning, the artist must position himself in a mental autonomous zone, 
where on the periphery of society he is able perceive conceptual territories apparent but unseen by the mainstream 
society. This argument identifies the site of re-visioning society within a cognitive space of determination within 
each artistic mind. Becker states, in summarizing the ideas behind Marcuse’s Aesthetic Dimension, that it is 
precisely the ability of the artist to use the imagination to “remain uncolonized by the prevailing ideology, continue 
to regenerate new ideas and reconfigure the familiar. ” (114) The imaginative mind, by design, must be in flux and 
be operable outside of the dualistic-Cartesian paradigm that guides the stasis function within society. (von 
Bertalanffy, 38) This mental flux, or conditioned insanity, is necessary to the continued functioning of the artist in 
the societal system. 
 The space of determination or imagination within the artistic mind has a cybernetic relationship to external power 
and capital structures and must be navigated as a complex self-referential open system. An open system requires 
an “import and export, building up and breaking-down of material components.” (von bertalanffy, 112)  An open 
system might achieve a steady state, however, there is always a dynamic internal process. Furthermore an open 
system is able to operate in such a way as to move into a net entropy loss where states of “higher order, 
differentiation, and organization” may develop. (von Bertalanffy, 113) In achieving that steady state, an open 
system does so through an indefinite number of disruptions. (von Bertalanffy, 112) The conditioned insanity of the 
artist is part of working towards stability in a chaotic universe. Although counter-intuitive, there exists a strange and 
symbiotic relationship between chaos and order. The artist conditions himself to disrupt this own worldview and 
thereby is able to satisfy the societal system requirement of the artistic function. This systemic requirement occurs 
internally as an ontological state but also externally in the functioning of the artist within the boundary of the 
institution that regulates artistic production and likewise within the society that is built upon and defines those 
institutions. The internal state of disruption becomes a normalized and acceptable insanity from a societal point of 
view. Internally it is part of the ontological function of the artist that balances since the internal mental environment 
with externalized actions in the form of creative production. The disruption might manifest as works that critique or 
subvert the human behavioral and perceptual patterning of the individual, institution, and society.  The lucid insanity 
of the highly functioning artist is determined by the ability to achieve a steady state of functional insanity and then to 
convert the insight from that state into sanctioned productivity. Sanctioned productivity is defined as useful creative 
works that can be consumed by the contextualizing institutional and societal systems. In this way the contemporary 
art world operates as evolving system, where the inherent functioning of the artist continues to contribute to the 
processes inherent in the society’s movement towards a dynamic self-complexing steady state.
 In describing society from an open systems perspective, one has to model discrete operational processes that 
interact with each other with potential non-linear functionality. Each element or loop within a system will be defined 
by certain operational variables and boundary conditions. As such a loop could be modeled as a discrete entity but 
it must be understood that this is a simplification of the actual complexity and that the boundary conditions are 
somewhat arbitrary. ‘Discreteness’ in describing various sub-systems within a system could be also described in 
terms of separateness or enclosedness. In this way a sub-system has a carceral sense implied by its function in 
that other systems linked to it are dependent upon its functioning. However, this does not necessarily indicate a 
closed system. In a closed system, the dynamic function is eventually eliminated. No living system can be 
considered closed. As such, there must always exist at least the potential for change in a living system and the 
capable artist functions towards the fulfillment of this potential.
 Within the self-regulating and evolving system functioning through the artist and the art world, both normalization 
and experimentation are required. The emergence of non-linear, self-referencing, multi-layered feedback loops 
operating within and between the mind of the artist and other artists, the art-subculture, institutional entities and the 
population at large indicates the operation of a cybernetic system. Each enclosed aspect of the cultural system may 
be considered cybernetic systems unto themselves that interact with each other. Cybernetics and systems science 
sees “organisms, ecologies, minds, societies and machines as complex multi dimensional networks of information 
systems.” (Joslyn, 1992) In this context the flow of information reflects the energy or currency within the system. 
Altering or transmitting the currency, through exchange or communication is the function performed by each entity. 
For this examination we are concerned with the interdependent cybernetic relationship between individual minds 
and the societies in which they exist. As complex structures, cybernetic systems have many heterogeneous 
interacting components such as mutuality, complementarity, evolvability, constructivity and reflexivitiy. (Joslyn, 
1992) In the connection between individual and society, mutuality, constructivity, and reflexivitiy are the most 
pertinent. Mutuality refers to components (i.e. individuals or other cultures) within the system operating in parallel 
and ‘cooperatively, in real time to “create multiple, simultaneous interactions amongst subsystems.”  Constructivity 
refers to the tendencies to increase in size and complexity and to develop new traits at the same time as they hold 
historical conditions. Reflexivity refers to the feedback mechanisms that can lead to self-reference, self-modeling, 
self-production, and self-reproduction. Cybernetic systems allow for feedback loops where control of the system 
may exist in unexpected positions. (Joslyn, 1992) These points of control indicate a power hierarchy and potential 
societal patterns that regulates the functioning of the artist’s world and are of interest to the function of the artist’s 
mind. Indeed, in the cybernetic world the control point could be within the artist’s mind. This functioning can be 
termed the ‘Will to Create’ and is intimately linked to the state of lucid insanity. Consciousness can then be viewed 
as a site of intervention and intentional alterations in an individual’s perception, behavior and consciousness may 
engender the ability to re-engineer the contextualizing institution, culture or society. Ontological shifts may result in 
epistemological feedback loops.
In terms of systems evolution, the artist and the sub-culture or society to which they belong, may develop an 
metanoiac ontological shifts in their mental processes and perceptive abilities by courting insanity. Metanoia is 
defined by Pierce as “a fundamental transformation of mind: it is the process by which concepts and reorganized” 
and can be equated with the increase in complexity of a system. (Pearce, 8) On a societal level we term metanoia 
a paradigm shift. On an individual level metanoia may translate to genius or savant behaviour or deep insight. 
Brilliance and mental illness or abnormal behaviour are often equated and expected by an artist or a creative sub-
culture that is expected to transcend disciplinary and professional orders in a given society. The perceptive shift 
brought about by lucid insanity could be considered integral to the metanioac shift to optimal functionality of the 
artist.  Pierce states:
 Metanoia restructures, to varying degrees and even for varying lengths of time, those basic 
representations inherited from the past. On those representations we base our notions of what is 
real. In turn, our notions of what is real direct our perceptual apparatus, that network of sense that 
tells us what we feel, hear, see, and so on. This is not a simple subjective maneuver, but a reality 
shaping procedure. (15)
 
The shape of reality, the symbolic universe and how it shapes, through creative play of the artist can be viewed 
through the fictional narratives that are played out in society.  In more generalized terms, the creative individual, 
whether physicist, artist or musician, courts the position outside of the narrative symbolic space. This place of 
irrationality and insanity enables insight into the underlying patterns and processes, or the operating system, of a 
society and all its subsystems as they evolve towards a steady state.  In Marcuse’s terms, this insight and the 
processes involved would be understood as the artist function as  the conscience of society. 
 In a given cybernetic system there exist feedback loops and processes that attempt to protect the system from the 
introduction of information and processes that would result into too much chaos being introduced and complete 
dissolution of the system. These could be termed the carceral processes and are linked to  the boundary conditions 
of a given system whether individual, institutional, or societal. From this perspective, all societies and their sub-
system institutions, as well as the artist mind can be considered carceral in that they are evolved in healthy 
organisms and systems to protect themselves from dissolution. This patterning, in the varying degrees of freedom, 
is nothing more than a reflection of the aggregate behavior of a ‘hard-coding’ within individual minds that compose 
another interactive level of the sub-system. Foucault has deliberated extensively on power and it’s functioning in 
the carceral society in both Discipline and Punishment and Madness and Civilisation. Foucault argues that 
discipline can shape and individual’s perception of the world and consequently how they behave in that world. This 
assertion is verified in psychobiology where the relationship between the brain and behaviour is explored (Teyler, 
99).  The relationships between society, brain, and behaviour as well as the incumbent processes that condition 
both the function of art and artist may be examined through the metaphor of Bentham’s ‘panopticon’ for prison 
design. Bentham
depicts an institution that monitors and confines, in which the single cells are placed in 
concentric circles around a centrally located watchtower. All of the prisoners can be 
seen by the central guard, who himself remains unseen. The watchtower can remain 
unoccupied, since the prisoners will inevitably behave as if they were exposed to the 
watchful view of a constant observer. These supervise themselves. (Fink-Eitel, 51)
Furthermore, it is understood that this panoptic vision can be applied to various institutions with societal sub-
systems such as schools, military barracks, and asylums. (Foucault 1979, 200-205) Bentham’s panoptic prison 
design is useful in understanding the play of power as applied to the contemporary art world from a systems 
perspective in two ways. First, if the artist takes the role of prisoner or the object being viewed from the central 
tower, then the structure reflects the relationship between the artist and the various processes, expectations, and 
institutions that modify the behaviour of the artist. The artist works within the confines of a system behaving 
according to the rules that creates art for consumption by the system in order to propagate the system. Second, if 
the artist is in both the watchtower and in the prison cell, an ontological model becomes available for examination. 
The artist once conditioned will continue to produce within the confines because he will supervise himself. This 
‘closed’ system process is the denigration of art works produced as objects for consumption in the capitalist system 
that Becker describes. (118)  However, the role of the artist in an open system function, as proposed by Marcuse, 
is also to bring into the vision of the public those elements of existence that are not readily visible. (Becker, 117) 
Creativity then requires the artist to escape the prison conditioning of their own minds in order to perform their 
function in society.  The challenge of the contemporary artist is to see through the value systems and aesthetic 
perspectives of the society that they inhabit as well as the institutions that conditioned their thought, behaviour, and 
creative production. 
 Within the power politics of Foucault, the structural reason for this kind of external and internal regulatory system 
of creative production begins to emerge. Art is not only site where commentary on a society emerges, but Foucault 
sees it as way of “organising and regulating populations and way of determining what can be said and how it can 
be said.” (Danaher et al, 160) Aesthetics becomes an important point for both Foucault and Marcuse in that through 
aesthetic decisions a society reflect what is to be known and considered worthy in itself. Aesthetics then has an 
interesting interplay with the values and ethics of a culture. Control of aesthetics and of the artists that generate 
creative works through it, is achieved through a self-regulating system that incorporates both artistic professional 
aspirations and the sub-cultural values of the art world. The funding and promotional criteria of art institutions can 
dictate the production of the artistic community. According to Danaher et al, Governments tend to enforce art and 
cultural policies through funding institutions because “ art is associated with ethics, with meaning, with ways of 
representing ourselves to ourselves and to others, and with the telling of ‘truths’ about society and its 
members.” (161) These institutions regulate content production ensuring that only art works deemed appropriate 
are made by art professionals (as designated by the government set criteria) and is seen in venues funded by the 
government. (Dansher et al, 160) The result is a normalization of the undesirable, but there also exists the desire 
for the abnormal. 
 Creative production seems to be bound by the production of that which moves beyond the expected production. 
The vital systems of society remain bound together. The functioning creative experimentation, whether ontological 
or epistemological, is incorporated into the steady state of the system. The apparent stasis could be termed the 
Apollonian function as defined moral values and social conventions. The process of experimentation, the dynamic 
internalized process of destruction and re-creation associated with imaginative principle may be termed the 
Dionysian function. In this cybernetic systems vision, the normalization at the penultimate to the zero degree of 
reality becomes the interplay of forces or powers of the ancient Greek mythology of Nomos, law and rationality, 
versus Physis, chaos and nature.
 The Greek mythic structure is important to understanding the evolution of western culture, the function of the 
creative in it, and the conditions that make lucid insanity necessary in the creative. von Bertalamffy asserts that 
humans perceive a symbolic universe although they may live in a biological one. This symbolic and the natural are 
connected through language and mental process linked with the functions of the brain. The unique human ability to 
abstract, to create, and to plan through time is linked to this interplay of being able to categorize that which useful 
or harmful in the biologic universe. (Suzuki, 8) According to von Bertalamffy, this translates to a value or aesthetic 
system and is conveyed through time as narrative of symbols understood as myth or history.(17) Symbols are 
defined as
Characterized by being representative, freely chosen, and transmitted by tradition; 
they receive their meaning originally from a free act of creation, although they often 
utilize material from other pyschophysiological process…(and are) later transmitted by 
the usual learning processes.(17) 
Narrative and myth based on these symbols function to create a coherent reality though which the mind can 
navigate over time. As such, humans live in two worlds simultaneously. There exists a biological world where the 
human is organic being driven by instincts and the inherent physical limitations of the species. Humans also exist in 
a world that is an aesthetic, scientific, ethical and religious universe of symbols or conceptual constructions.  This is 
the abstract universe. When the human mind is healthy, it is able to operate simultaneously in both universes 
because the biologic and abstract universes are more or less harmonized (Bertalamffy p17).  However there are 
inconsistencies between the two universes by definition as biological reality always contains more information than 
symbolic reality. There is a selectivity of information that has evolved as humans developed over time. Some are 
able to perceive beyond the conditioned selectivity and function as psychological mutations to bring back 
information that may now be useful to contemporary society as it adjusts to the changes in its biologic reality. The 
perception of the discontinuities in the pattern may result in  disturbance in the system and is  part of the normal 
functioning of experimentation in evolution, or increasing complexity of the society. This awareness in the 
individual, institution or society can lead to a psychosocial dysfunction; however, the insight gained also maintains 
the potential expand the vision of the individual, institution or society. 
 
The idea of the symbolic universe is common to all cultures but differs in specifics from culture to culture (von 
Bertalamffy,17).   However, all symbolic universes must be understood to be abstractions from reality and not 
reality itself. According to Pierce:
The difference between Einstein’s relative universe and the Dream-Time cosmology of the 
Australian aboriginal is not a matter of truth or falsehood, realism or illusion, progression or 
repression, intelligence or stupidity… it is a matter of esthetic choice. Each system produces results 
unattainable in the other; each is closed and exclusive. (16)
Experimentation, the break from the norm and the restructuring process is risky. A breakdown of a symbolic 
universe could lead a culture or individual to a cascading psycho-social meltdown. The meeting of cultures or sub-
cultures that belong to differing symbolic universes is also a place of insight for the pattern-seeking artist. 
Interestingly, von Bertalamffy notes that moral codes or aesthetic value systems, can differ so greatly between 
cultures that behaviour considered schizophrenic to one culture would be perfectly normal in another. (p18). 
Likewise, within a particular culture there exist various subcultures that operate within similar but not identical 
symbolic universes. These subcultures, and specifically, the artistic subculture, can be understood within this 
framework of schizophrenia. Within the present globalizing cultural development of the human species such 
intercultural  and sub-cultural perceptive space provides a liminal position for the artist to map the realities behind 
the synthesized symbolic fictions.
 The artist acts as a system that perceives, re-codes, and communicates alternative interpretations of symbolic 
reality. As such the artist responds to and contributes to the formulation of the aesthetic systems of a society. The 
creative productions of the artist surface the basic operating system of the society and for this reason require close 
examination with respect to the functioning of the artist. Changes in aesthetic sensibility might directly affect the 
operating systems of a society. That is to say, a change in perception could effect allow the operating system to 
reprogram or redefine itself.  In terms of the symbolic universe, the representations or signs are a navigation tool of 
the entity inhabiting both the biologic and the symbolic universes. A sign is understood to be a representation of 
meaning of some other entity (vonBertalalnffy p53). The symbol as a particular kind of sign is particularly potent 
because of its role in both the operating system of the symbolic universe and its effect upon the ability to navigate 
within this universe.
 The artist as an ontological subversive plays a crucial role in the complexing growth and health of the larger 
system. The zone of freedom that the artist cultivates in his own mind and through its natural functioning alters the 
symbolic universe around him.  In moving towards a subversive aesthetic, covert options exist where subversive 
behaviour and the resultant artistic production may be considered acceptable, ‘non-threatening’ and even desirable 
to a society. To function within a socialized domain, an aesthetic process occurs that normalizes the nature of 
subversive production and redefines the ideas of acceptability. The society is then able to consume this subversive 
production as entertainment or artistic commodities. The artist through mastery of the navigation tools of a 
particular symbolic universe is able to maintain zones of freedom within their own mind while operating 
simultaneously in the carceral society. 
 Within the normalization process operating on the artist, there exist strategies, tactics and resources accessible to 
the artist to maintain the functional state of lucid insanity. In moving towards a subversive aesthetic and developing 
a strategy manual for the subversive artist, Hakim Bey’s Temporary Autonomous Zones (TAZ) as an outline 
ontological strategies of subversion and functioning the carceral society. In these TAZ and pirate utopias, artists 
draw on external and internal information, create within their minds and as a consequence, produce externally in 
the world. The artist creates autonomous zones within their own conditioning in order to create and this process 
generates the external TAZ. This artistic system of creation is defined by the notion of play. To navigate these new 
territories, new perceptive tools, conceptual structures and senses must be continuously evolved. What may seem 
collapsing and an end-game closed system position in the capitalist world-view becomes an open system 
functioning of an ontological cybernetic dance.
 Bey points to some methods by which artist can function in the cybernetic reality defined in this paper. The tools 
the Bey points to are ways of harmonizing the symbolic and the biologic universe, while maintaining the ability to 
function in society as an agent of change.  Alluding to the subversive nature of the TAZ and its associated concepts 
of guerilla ontologist, pyschotpology, and psychic nomadism, Bey states that the TAZ cannot be defined but only 
known in action. Toshiya Ueno refers to the term TAZ as “not a concrete and realized society or fixed space but 
autonomous chronotypes which vanish after being realized temporarily by independence and autonomy.” The term 
guerilla ontologist implies and constant destabilization of self and seems to function with the definition of the 
‘insanity/creativity’ function of the artist. TAZ strategies include dance and celebration as a form of resistance to the 
state. Pyschotoplogy describes a terrain that an entity inhabits and creates out of its internal perceptive state. 
Pyschotoplogy differs from ‘psychic imperialism’ of the dominant culture in that it is a ‘1:1 map of the territory’ as 
experienced by the individual without the conditioning process that recreates the blind spots of the state’s vision. 
Pyschotoplogy  refers to social, cultural and geographic gaps between the symbolic and biological universes. It is in 
these gaps that the TAZ might be created. Pyschic Nomadism refers to behaviour that searches out the spaces 
where the TAZ is manifest (Bey,  405-409). Bey’s framework for an ontological anarchy breaks apart a hierarchical 
world view and reflects the cybernetic system architecture where TAZ operate both within the individual as 
subsystem and in the greater cultural system. In this space, the symbolic universe, as experienced by the artist, is 
close to the biologic universe. As one is inside, so it is that one experiences the external world.
 The experience of an individual seems connected intimately with the object of desire in work and play.  Work and 
play exist as functional phenomenon within the symbolic universe. Work is linked to incarceration and labor, while 
play is linked to leisure and considered a byproduct of work in a capitalist system. Play is not rejected by the 
carceral society when it is understood as leisure since leisure is viewed as a necessary complement to productive 
work that deeds the economic desires required of aggregate power structures. The artist’s mind space could be 
considered a covert operation and can be seen as based on creating the illusion of work in their own mind as well 
as the mind of the society in which they function. By necessity artistic production is based upon merit of work as 
evaluation and supported by institutions. This allusion to the work function requires the artist to produce currency 
that is aesthetically acceptable to the digestive systems of  governing institutions. When an artist works and 
functions according to the institutional system, he  drops out of artistic mind space of play  and enters the mental 
carceral space of work. When an artist understands that he is engaged in play but can maintain the external illusion 
that he is engaged in work, then the artist is understood to be functioning in society. The artist continues covert 
operations by shifting meaning behind the symbolic structures that govern him internally and externally.  The 
carceral artist’s internal functioning remains subversive and yet he able to follow his will to freedom.
 The functioning artist within a carceral capitalist system must operate under the normalized vision of symbolic 
reality. For the artist to function as the ‘conscience’ of a society he must be able to continually destabilize his own 
mental carceral conditioning while remaining engaged functionally within the system. The contemporary art world 
promotes the image of the creative and somewhat insane artist as a commodity representation and the proponents 
of the capitalist system consume the ruse as they have been trained to do. Artists who work within the production of 
commodity have a place and a value within the present system and are understood to be non-threatening. 
Consequently, the covert artist is able to operate under the cover of being a commodity representation and 
producer while fulfilling the subversive function. This creative production functions to explore the aesthetic and 
value based illusions between the symbolic and the biological universe and thereby opens the system towards 
higher orders of subtlety and complexity.
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Artistic Operations in the 
Formation of Contemporary Community 
The combination of advances in communications technology, the emergence of one political and economic super-
power from the cold war, and globalization as a homogenizing cultural force, has induced social change and an 
unprecedented rate and magnitude. Within this dynamic state, a question arises as to the continued efficacy of the 
psycho-social coping mechanisms that have been traditionally been available to populations facing social change. 
One of these mechanisms is embodied in the function of art in society. This paper is intended as a preliminary foray 
from a sociological perspective to provide a contextual map of the function of art in society, to explore the artist as 
change agent and to identify areas for further research into the topic. The scope of the present research is limited 
to an investigation of the nature of artists engaged in production of fine and media arts in contemporary society as 
agents of change. There exist several contemporary and historical variables that condition and conflate the 
perceived functioning of art in society. Consequently a major portion of this essay is devoted to unpacking the 
complexities that obscure understanding of the function of art as an activity of artists in relation to social change. 
The last part of the paper provides contemporary examples of artistic activities or artistic operations that are 
involved in the formation of community and the development of civil society. The course of the investigation reveals 
how all contemporary art may be interpreted as inherently political and reveals that community-based and activist 
art functions to create culture at the local level while high art functions mainly to support the creation of cultural 
capital  for an elitist oriented art world. 
Art is a found across most cultures through history and this implies that art plays some key function in the making 
and maintenance of social order.  Early sociological thought around the role of art asserted that art is one of the 
fundamental elements involved in the formation a society and not a by-product of social development. (Reid, 5)  
From the perspective of visual anthropology, culture itself is manifested through visual symbols. (http://astro.temple.
edu/~ruby/ruby/cultanthro.html) Symbols and myths reflect belief systems and the ability to alter the symbols or 
their perception gives a social power to those who enact this function in society. Art, in general, pays an important 
part in how human beings communicate social meaning aspiration and values and binds these individuals into a 
culture thereby substantiating social order. (Mukerjee, xxi) In the introduction to his book, the Social Function of Art, 
Mukerjee states: 
Law, custom and economic power can rule society in so far as man’s imagination and artistic 
consciousness import into them human meanings, aspirations, and values…Art is the great binder 
of community life and action (xxi) 
If art is the great binder of a community by conferring meaning, aspirations and value to its members, then art also 
has the potential to substantiate or alter belief and perceptive systems and in due course may affect political, social 
and economic affairs of that society. Visual artists have the skills and ability to manipulate symbols and the mythic 
reality of society. Art functions to maintain a symbolic reality that governs the operation of a community but also 
holds the potential to evolve that reality when the community must adapt to changing internal or environmental 
conditions such as ecological, political or social upheaval. Mukerjee states “Art has been through the ages and 
indispensable and powerful agency of social suggestion, control and guidance” (36). Artists then hold some social 
power in guiding the development of their society. To be involved in a position of power to facilitate the 
development of a society indicates that artists are involved with the process of change and innovation as well as 
processes that work to conserve certain aspects of that society. The function to move towards change and the 
function to preserve the status quo hold an innate tension and this is reflected in the various perceptions that 
different segments of society may have of artists and their production. Consequently it could be argued that artists 
function as socially active agents that facilitate the psycho-social preparation of a society about to undergo social 
change, as agents in a conscious process that instigates or facilitates social change or as agents in the 
consolidation and communication process of a belief system that has been subjected to the forces of change. 
Sociologist Everett Hagen asserts psycho-social theories of change encompass the complexities of the function of 
the artist as well as the motivations that generate those complexities in terms of working to preserve the status quo 
and working to change it.  According to Hagen modern society is a product of the ‘innovational’ personality.  He 
describes this personality as one that is creative, curious, open to new experiences, seeks new solutions and does 
not take accepted evaluations for granted (Vago, 74). This description could easily apply to those individuals who 
consider themselves artists on the cutting edge of their various sub-disciplines. However Hagen also describes 
traditional societies where personalities can be described as authoritarian, uncreative, and non-innovational, and 
where there exists a high degree of stability in institutions. Interestingly these latter more conservative descriptions 
provide a context that fits the ‘preservation’ role of the artist. It would seem that both types of personalities, 
preserver of culture and innovator of culture, describe the differing nature and roles of artists in contemporary 
society. Preservation and change are diametrically opposed forces that may be operative simultaneously in the 
same society. A particular group in society may function to perform as operatives to forward the manifestation of 
one, the other and possibly both of these forces. Given the idea of function of art in society as process and that 
there is inherent conflict within that function, both structural-functional and conflict oriented sociological 
perspectives, need to be examined in order to clarify the nature of art and the role of artists in society. 
From a structural-functionalist point of view art as a process and artists as a group may act within a system to 
maintain social balance. In his book Social Change, Vago cites Malinowski’s theoretical perspective on functional 
theory as follows: 
The functional view of culture insists therefore upon the principle that every type of civilization, every 
custom, material object, idea, and belief fulfills some vital function, has some task to accomplish, 
represents some indispensable part of a working whole. (65) 
  
Artists as such a group cannot be considered homogenous since the may be aligned with different 
politics, demonstrate differing awareness of social issues and may choose to be associated with 
different classes and power structures in an a society. In alignment with various forces of preservation 
of change, artists may align themselves with classes and group who are interested in the manifesting 
an ideology or value system in a particular society. 
  Historically artists within political movements have used their social power to manipulate symbols to alter belief 
systems a particular population seeking a particular goal. Artists of both the Russian Revolution (the 
Constructivists) and the Cultural Revolution in China were seen as essential to the initial success of those social 
movements that embarked on a course of massive social change over a relatively short period. According to Marx, 
art reflected the class origins of the artist and of the patron however he went on to argue that that under certain 
conditions ”the artist not only might but must adopt a position opposed to the interest of his own class and the 
patron class in order to preserve his own integrity”(Herbert, 13). Artists, then, have played an important role from 
the conflict theory perspective. The class alignment is another complicating factor that obscures the function of art 
at a community level. 
  Contrarily art, from a class perspective, play an important role in preserving social order. The majority of 
contemporary art produced at the national or international exhibition seems to be made for and consumed by the 
wealthy and the intelligentsia. The wider public has less entry into the visual arts because it now seems to require 
more ‘education’ to understand what is actually occurring in the art world. The fear of the public in going into a 
contemporary gallery is that they will not  “get it”. The art and academic institutions do little to discourage this the 
public perception of art as being something beyond their understanding. Consequently ‘high’ art, that is art that is 
create for the intelligentsia and the wealthy, continues to alienate the public at large and is only accepted by that 
public when the institutional process ratifies that the art is appropriate for public consumption. 
  In investigating class distinction, Bourdieu, introduced the notion of cultural capital as a currency based on taste 
and involving “knowledge of high art and culture, a high degree of sophistication and know-how, and an 
appreciation of knowledge in general and of speaking knowledgeably.” Bourdieu asserts that elites are able to use 
cultural capital to maintain an invisible boundary between themselves and lower classes and perpetuate class 
distinction through the generations. Furthermore this elite has the power to structure other institutions to favour 
their class (Alexander 229-231). If art can substantiate or infer class difference, it must be inherently political. 
DiMaggio and Ostrower’s theory of participation that states that the consumption of art and artistic taste is a 
“means of establishing social membership and constructing and maintaining social networks that provide access to 
material and symbolic goods.”(Alexander, 228). 
Artistic production has also been harnessed by political powers to substantiate a particular political position or belief 
system without the explicit knowledge of the artists.  The use of art in this way is a further acknowledgement by the 
political powers of the social power inherent in artistic production. The artists in their production of work may 
however, contribute implicitly to the substantiation of a certain belief system that maybe contrary to their own. 
Hence all art becomes political. Van Laar and Deipenveen argue that “The artwork is thought to be neutral 
regarding belief; it expresses no beliefs. But in fact, such a work inevitably serves some belief system, quietly 
maintaining the set of widely shared convictions, commonly held assumptions.” (34) Some American abstract 
expressionists were involved in the CIA sponsored exhibitions that were promoted internationally by the Museum of 
Modern Art in the 1950’s as part of the cold war propaganda campaign. (34-35) As part of an agenda to display 
American capitalist superiority on technological, economic and cultural fronts, the CIA sponsored these exhibitions 
that portrayed the “triumph of American Art.” To this end high art such as Jackson Pollok’s drip paintings made for 
the museum display and purchased by the elite were used as a political tools because the artists refused to accept 
their roles as producers of a cultural commodity and removed themselves from the responsibility of the artworks 
use once they had entered the marketplace. (34) In this case the status of high art was used by political forces to 
forward a particular ideology although, the art was not produced with that function in mind. High art has the 
potential to be used as tool to consolidate the power of an elite attempting to establish dominance over members of 
its won culture and over other cultures. As a consequence, it functionally becomes political art, but the locus of 
control is the political institution and not the artist. 
Art and artists then may have the potential to maintain and change culture; however, this does not necessarily 
translate to an active or dominant function in contemporary society due to its focus on the elite and the power of the 
elite to influence the institutions that condition art production. Further challenges to an understanding of artistic 
function at the community level arise from the use of mass media.  In western society, according to the Frankfurt 
School of Critical Theory, the traditional function of art in the process of social change and maintenance has been 
overwhelmed by the impact of a media saturated mass communications environment and the rise of advertising 
with consumer society. (http://www.gseis.ucla.edu/faculty/kellner/papers/fs.htm).  Undoubtedly innovative and 
creative people are involved in the fine and media arts as well as advertising and mass communications. There 
exists in these functions an implied, if not dormant or subsumed, social power of art that may bind a community to 
or release a community from a particular awareness and operating structure. A question arises as to whether artists 
or community members who may interact with art are aware of this power? If they are aware of it, do they think 
critically about it and do they consciously exercise it towards change or preservation in their society? 
Awareness of art and how art may be applied in society may be diminished by media saturation and complicated by 
class allegiance but this awareness may be further complicated because art may be understood as different things 
to different people depending their political perspective. For a neo-liberal point of view in a capitalist oriented 
society art may be seen as entertainment or as a property to be exploited for the generation of wealth or status. 
From a neo-conservative point of view, art might be seen as way to maintain certain values of culture or as a threat 
to that culture. From a social democratic point of view, art could be seen as a way to instigate and consolidate a 
process of change in values and meaning. Furthermore artist may take an apolitical stance and simply make art for 
the pleasure of the making without consideration of its political implications. This does not necessarily nullify those 
implications, but it demonstrates that creative intent is not necessarily linked to social impact. 
Affecting community level awareness of artistic function and the potential to exercising social power through art are 
the commonly held perceptions about art and artists. Within the affective system of art there are two primary 
entities in a relationship: namely a maker of the art and a viewer. Consequently in defining the dimensions of the 
function of art we are faced with a problem: the perceived function of art may differ according to each viewer and 
maker according to various political, social, and economic conditions. Also it is possible that each entity may 
perceive the function of art in different ways at different stages in their life cycle. Art operates in the context of a 
system where there exists multiple and simultaneous functions and perceptions of art. 
For the purposes of this investigation and due to the highly complex conflation of concepts that arise from the 
pervasiveness and ubiquity of art in society, it would be helpful to introduce the term artistic operation to delineate 
the notion of artist as change agent. The term draws its inspiration from interventional nature of the Fluxus and 
Dada art movements. In particular Marcel Duchamp’s and Joseph Beuys’ artistic production demonstrates the 
application of artistic gestures and strategies to social and conceptual issues within the art world and the world at 
large (Saper, 23). An artistic operation, for the purposes of this paper, is defined as follows:   
The application of the process of critical thinking in an artistic manner such that the function of the 
application serves to subvert the object of its operation and opens the nature of that object to new 
interpretations 
The object of the artistic operation may be cognitive process of the observer or some aspect that binds the 
observer to the community. As such an operation maintains the potential to affect the perceptive awareness of the 
observer and as a consequence initiate a re-engineering of the observer’s symbolic reality and their relationship 
with a community or social function. An observer whose awareness is affected in such a manner may change their 
behaviour. If this happens to many observers in a particular community then that community is open to change and 
may be able to alter the operating structure and social processes within community. To act upon such a perceptive 
shift transforms ‘art for art’s sake’ into political gesture. 
The intelligentsia interprets art that that strives to initiate this type of perceptive transformation as being political and 
consequently didactic or polemic in its orientation. Yet art works that were created art for art sake may turn into 
inadvertent artistic operations resulting in a disruption of ubiquitous socialization process and giving the individual 
or community a moment to change their orientation to their social environment. The intelligentsia and ruling elites 
often consider art with a political objective as low art and as part of popular culture because the masses 
demonstrate interest in it. Low art also includes crafts and decorative arts that are not produced by professional 
artists. The terms ‘low’ and ‘high’ infers both quality of the art and the class to which it belongs.  In this structure the 
appreciation of the fine or high art is connected to the upper classes and intelligentsia while appreciation of the 
political or media based art is assigned to the lower and middle classes (Walker, 6). The distinction is important 
because it also infers the motive behind the distinction. Political or polemic art desires to disrupt the order of things 
and incite change. As such it functions to change the existing social and power structure that the upper classes 
dominate. This type of art is threatening to the social position of the elite and as such it is in the interest of the elite 
to diminish the status of such artists and suppress their production. This suppression may not be conscious act and 
is often considered a matter of taste or aesthetics. Again there is not a clear distinction between high and low art in 
that the elite may enjoy both forms. Walker, in his book, Art in the Age of Mass Media notes: 
A person’s opportunity to enjoy a variety of types and levels of culture increases dramatically with 
wealth and leisure; consequently some rich people enjoy both high and low culture. The 
intelligentsia – a social group privileged in terms of cultural capital if not monetary capital –also has 
the opportunity to enjoy a broad spectrum of culture (6). 
This flexibility in the interpretation to open aesthetic judgment to encompass political art may be a method by which 
these artistic operations are absorbed and rendered impotent by the institutional apparatus. Paradoxically, the 
same institutional processes establish some political and polemic art in the contemporary art canon, ensuring that 
art students and academics will study these works. This hybrid art never seems to achieves the same status as 
high art that is formulated upon purely formal qualities. 
Van Laar and Diepeveen state that the phrase “all art is political” is often heard because “ no art works are neutral 
about or devoid of beliefs (and beliefs have political implications)” (34). Elites are able to use the institutions to 
establish that which they consider tasteful: the museum or gallery is a public place where all classes can view art 
but are largely under the under the influence of the upper classes. As such the elite can use these sites of power to 
establish their continued dominance and distinction from the other classes. High art is made according to a set of 
aesthetic notions of beauty (the formal qualities mentioned above) or conceptual interest that are readily accessible 
to the elite and harder for other classes to obtain due to education and availability. As such the museum and gallery 
becomes a source of competition and power between classes.  Status competition amongst the elite occurs by 
obtaining works of high financial or cultural value or by demonstrating knowledge of high art. Status gained through 
ownership of ‘high’ art requires that the art have an acknowledged acceptability by members of the intelligentsia for 
either its innovative or preservative qualities. Quality is established by the intelligentsia via institutional processes 
that determines what gets exhibited and what does not.  The ‘collectability’ of a work may be judged by a number of 
factors including innovation, rarity, and the established acceptability of an artist or type of artistic production. 
Interestingly art that questions the distinctions of class and of cultural capital can use symbolic language from low 
media or political art to undo the distinction between high and low art, thereby transforming high art into an artistic 
operation and consequently political.  International artists such as Shirin Neshat and Krzysztof Wodiczko gain their 
credibility by working within the realm of museum/market oriented art but channel their status into advancing the 
agenda of the politically oriented communication goals of their artistic production. These hybrid artists function in 
both high or museum/market oriented art and the low or more political communication oriented art. However, hybrid 
artists are acknowledge by the intelligentsia and as such hybrid often does not move into the popular realm. Author 
John Walker asserts that the important thing is that these artists offer society something of genuine educational and 
social value through their critical independence.”(167) 
  One of reasons for the apparent split between high or elite and low or political art is stated clearly by Clement 
Greenburg in his essay, ”Avant-Garde and Kitsch“ Greenburg argues that the avant-garde made a decision to 
become disengaged with society in its attempts to move forward and this resulted in the drive to make “art for art’s 
sake.” (Greenburg, 5) Artists who follow in the idea of art for art’s sake included the abstract expressionists , 
Pollock and Rothko: artists who searched for absolutes beyond content and were central to the modernist 
movement.  This could be considered an artistic operation upon the assumptions and aesthetic of art itself. This art, 
based on question my content through formal quality, became the art of the elite and the intelligentsia. It was made 
for sale, consumption and display through institutions and to the elite. Both museums and learning institutions were 
empowered to forward the maintenance of ‘superior’ American values and abilities. In the same essay Greenburg 
points to further alienation at this point of western art history: 
The avant-garde’s specialization of itself, the fact that its the best artists are artist’s artists…has 
estranged a great many who were capable of appreciating ambitious art…, but who are now 
unwilling or unable to acquire an initiation into their craft secrets. (http://www.sharecom.ca/
greenberg/kitsch.html) 
Interestingly, it is often the works whose artistic operations challenged the contemporary aesthetic and institutional 
definitions of ‘good’ art in their day that are later accepted by the elite, institutions and then the public at large as 
‘good’ art. For example, Roosevelt when he went to the famous Armory Show of 1913 that featured American and 
French avant-garde artists such as Duchamp and Matisse, was remembered for his walking through the show and 
pointing at works and exclaiming  “that’s not art!” (Van Laar and Diepeveen, 34). Duchamp is a figure that is not as 
well known to the present popular culture as Matisse, but he has influenced generations of artists in disrupting the 
art world definitions of art and ‘good’ art and opening it up a territory where artists could begin to explore non-object 
oriented art.  Likewise Matisse is well known in the present cannon yet his work was a controversial in his own 
time. 
  In contemporary society, most major public art galleries would acknowledge that if they want to get the public 
through the doors, then the a ‘block buster’ exhibition of the Impressionists would serve the purpose, yet the 
impressionists when they were first producing their art were considered inartistic and were refused by the French 
Academy (Jeffers, 2003).  A more familiar example of process of establish an art radical into the canon, would be 
Vincent van Gogh who had limited success during his lifetime and is now one of the most well known painters with 
present day popular culture, with paintings selling as high as $ 82.5 million. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Vincent_van_Gogh). Posters and reproductions of both van Gogh’s and the Impressionists works abound and have 
essentially become image commodities that represent ‘good’ art. ‘Good’ art as defined by popular acceptance 
appears to be an aesthetic choice that can be manipulated by the market, institutional and elite oriented forces. 
The mystique of the artist plays an important part in validating the valuation process of high art. van Gogh is an 
example of an artist whose cachet was increased posthumously. Unlike van Gogh, some contemporary artists 
cultivate the popular ideas and mythic roles oassigned to them by society because is increases their cachet. The 
cachet that an artist carries not only increases the value of the work it also increases the likelihood that the artist 
will get grants, commissions, and awards from institutions and corporate sponsors.  
  In the past, artists have been able to earn a living from producing art under the sponsorship of patrons in the 
church as well as wealthy individuals. During the rise of modernism, the wealthy continued as patrons and 
governmental institutions began to be involved in the preservation and development of culture through the arts. The 
system of promotion formerly focused on the salon and accessible only to the elite, moved to the commercial 
gallery and public museum and the cachet of the artist became more important in terms of the promotional process 
required to fund artistic production. More recently corporations have begun to take over the sponsorship of major 
exhibitions such as that of Anish Kapoor, a contemporary artist with significant status, at the Tate Modern in the U.
K by the multinational Unilever. 
  Consequently a system to promote art stars, high profile artists recognized as having high status, is required, and 
funding institutions, commercial dealers, art magazines and museums serve to increase the value of an artist’s 
production through a promotional system that seems to collude to substantiate the elite’s aesthetic judgment. Given 
the media saturated environment of consumer society and the overwhelming devotion of capital to advertising, 
there exists a question as to whether artistic operations still hold the ability to facilitate change in society. It could be 
argued that advertising and broadcast media have removed artists from the role of mediating symbolic reality and 
that artists merely produce another form of entertainment for the elite and each other (Beatty, 1999). Suzi Gablik 
verifies this operative space in her essay the Connective Aesthetics: Art after Individiualism, Gablik writes: 
We are all aware of the extent to which a power-oriented, bureaucratic professionalism, has 
promoted a one-sided consumerist attitude towards art. Institutional models based on notions of 
product achievement echo their stereotypic patriarchal ideals and values have been internalized…
It’s not hard to see how the institutions and practices of the art world have been modeled on the 
same configurations of power and profit that support and maintain our society’s worldview (Lacy, 
74). 
Jeff Koons, another art star of the 1980’s to 1990’s used strategies employed by mass media as an artistic 
operation to enable art to once more become an effective means of communication and consequently for it to 
regain its power as a social medium (Walker, 146).  Koons developed a new hybrid of high art and kitsch, Kitsch-
Art, and utilized the gallery system, the elite and the media to become very successful while at the same time to 
questioning the class structure and capitalism. Koons’ artistic operations were formulated to serve Koons’ stated 
social agenda. John Walker quotes Koons as follows: 
I believe an artist has to have a dialogue with the media, at present because the media define 
reality. 
You have to embrace other media, and industries other than ‘art’, as the only way to be effective in 
contemporary society 
The popular opinion of what is considered ‘high’ art is often informed by the market value paid of certain works by 
the elite or by collecting institutions as well as an inherent type of cultural conservatism. As stated earlier, these are 
namely the government funding institutions, the larger public art galleries and museums. Koons used the system to 
turn itself on itself. High art became kitsch and kitsch became high art through the functioning of the high art 
promotional system and exposed the assumptions behind that system. 
   Until this point, it has been asserted that the locus of control of art may be held within an elite and that certain 
contemporary artists have used artistic operations to re-establish control over their artistic production and its use. 
However there exists a second option regarding the locus of control: those in the wider population generate culture. 
In this realm, artists are not the mythic genius creators of culture but facilitators of a cultural development at the 
community level and apply artistic operations to issues concerning the community. Art when generated through this 
process in collaboration with a community becomes a process by which community life itself unfolds and the 
community itself generates new the symbolic structures that can potentially govern its development. 
The speculation that culture may not be created by an elite segment of society of art stars or financially wealthy and 
powerful but by the masses make this type of artistic operation a radical shift from the types of operations 
described previously. This operation does not require a contemporary heroic artist in the romantic tradition, like Jeff 
Koons, or a high status collective, like Fluxus, to engender artistic operations that deal with social and community 
issues. This art may not have the same cache as the high art, but it may be the point where the greater public 
comes into contact with art as a tool to build community and explore complex local issues using artistic operations. 
With this inversion, high art and low art are terms that are useful in distinguishing class and taste in the 
institutionalized art world but become meaningless signifiers with respect to the development of the middle and 
working class cultures in which the majority of people live. At this end of the art spectrum, community artists may 
maintain marginal involvement in the academic or commercial art world but for the most part seem to make their 
living from ‘day’ jobs. These artists use their artistic skills and ways of perceiving towards the development and 
creation of community based art projects. Projects which entail murals are recognizable as traditional art however, 
works that drop the aesthetic and formal qualities of high art may not be recognized by the institutional 
establishment because they lie outside the vision defined by the artistic canon based on visual representation and 
objects. 
Artist as activist, an intervener in social processes, is term used in contemporary society that reflects a merger 
between the traditional art world with that of the social, political, and environmental activist. The artist-activist may 
involve one or more of the traditional roles held by the artist; however it must be recognized that in the role of artist-
activist there exists an inherent teleology, or objective, to be involved in society as an agent of change towards 
some end that usually pertains to an advancement in social justice, or an environmental or political issue. 
Furthermore, the artist-activist may or may not create work that is recognizable as art by a wider public or art world. 
To understand art as a socially engaged activity with political dimensions and its difference from art as a traditional 
visual object of representation, that includes a painting, drawing, or sculpture, to contemporary, a historical review 
of certain key developments in the 20th century art world is required.  It should also be noted that traditional art 
forms compete with radically different values of community-based art and both forms can be considered 
contemporary art. 
The hybrid term artist-activist implies the involvement of artists with activity rather than the creation of an art object 
such as a painting or sculpture. It is under these conditions that art as either an operational, cognitive or productive 
process becomes more important than the product produced. This dematerialization of the art object from a product 
to a transitive process inherently moves the act of art making away from market forces and move it towards a place 
where art as an activity is imbedded in community life and not an object to be bought or sold or used in gain of 
status. Marcel Duchamp and Joseph Beuys, both of the contemporary art canon, made substantial but quite 
different contributions, to the process of returning social power to the arts. The objective of their operations was to 
utilize the processes that governed the art world without being directed by those processes as artists themselves. 
Duchamp through his artistic production challenged the monopoly of the artist over creative production. He 
championed the destruction of the retinal dependence of art on the visual and introduces the idea that art embodied 
and intellectual process. Beuys built on Duchamp's interruption by imbedding the artistic process into social 
processes. Duchamp dematerialized the art object into a conceptual process and Beuys brought the process into 
everyday life and community. According to Judovitz, in Unpacking Duchamp, Duchamp was born into a French 
bourgeois family in 1887 and his siblings were all artists in the traditional sense. Although Duchamp only had one 
year of art training from 1904-1905. In 1905 he underwent apprenticeship as a printer and received exemption from 
military service as an “art worker.” He then went on to producing cartoons for a newspaper from 1905-1910 (17-18). 
His artistic formation as a craftsperson first, drew Duchamp to question the creative function of the artist and to 
seeing the artist as just another person that does things. He states: 
I don’t believe in the creative function of the artist. He’s a man like any other. It’s his job to do certain 
things, but a business man does certain things also…the word art comes from Sanskrit…(and) it 
signifies “making.:…everyone makes things and those who make things on canvas with a frame, 
they’re called artists. Formerly they were called craftsmen. We are all craftsmen… (Judovitz, 18) 
As an artist, Duchamp proved himself as a painter and then abandoned the profession, refusing an offer $10,000 in 
1912 for his year’s production. (Jubovitz, 16) Art was like chess to Duchamp: its beauty was based on its plastic 
intellectual nature: its ever shifting patterns and not on visual appearance and artistic self-expression as celebrated 
in the art historical tradition.(Jubovitz, 38) To this degree his art was not about what is seen but what is thought or 
imagined. Through this act art became liberated from the making of an object to the aesthetics of thinking and the 
beauty inherent in the conception of a creative artistic idea or operation. Duchamp goes on to introduce “ready- 
mades”, mass produced goods, into the institutional system of art and consequently reveals that the workings of 
the institutional system as one that packages, frames and rarifies various art objects.  Through the ready-mades, 
Duchamp demonstrates that the institutional context give the art object its meaning. It is the institutional context 
that gives the art object is given its meaning to the viewer (Jubovitz, 10).  Essentially Duchamp questions the 
difference between artistic and non-artistic production and reveals the working of the institutional machinery that 
defines this process. 
In the 1970s, Joseph Beuys introduced the concept of social sculpture opened up the definition and the nature of 
the medium to which artistic processes could be applied. The social sculpture still created a form or structure from 
chaos as the traditional sculpture drew the same from material however, Beuys substituted thought, speech and 
discussion for physical materials and an interdisciplinary participatory process for the act of sculpting (www.
walkerart.org/archive/1/A843698FB2232A536167.htm) (http://www.brookes.ac.uk/schools/apm/social_sculpture/!) 
In his approach Beuys emphasized art as a way of life and not as a profession. Social sculpture made all aspects 
of life into art and directed artist operations into the lives of the public with objective of initiating structural change in 
society(Jacob, Breson & Olson, 30).   Beuys is famous for stating: 
Every human being is an artist, a freedom being, called to participate in transforming and reshaping 
the conditions, thinking and structures that shape and condition our lives. (http://www.brookes.ac.uk/
schools/apm/social_sculpture/!)
Joseph Beuys and his work inspired many contemporary artists to re-think art. He was a founder of the Green party 
in Germany and his influence is felt in communities around the world who engage in social sculpture.(http://www.
bartleby.com/65/be/BeuysJos.html) Beuys made artists think about how art is made and who is actually making the 
art and for what purpose. In his social sculpture, equal emphasis is placed on both the artist and the audience. 
Beuys moved the artist from a rarified place and made the artist like everyone else so that everyone could realize 
that they were capable of participating in or initiating artistic operations.  Beuys stated: “Only art, this to say art 
conceived both as creative  self-determination and as a process that engenders creation, is able to liberate us and 
lead us towards an alternative society.”(Borer, 28) Beuys established that artistic operations could compel an 
audience to move from being a passive viewer of spectacle to becoming involved in artistic operations and thereby 
generating action around pressing social and political issues. 
An example of Beuys legacy is found in curator Mary-Jane Jacob’s Culture in Action. In1992, the Chicago based 
community artist group “culture in action” developed multiple public art projects that addressed issues such as “ 
minority youth leadership and gang violence, HIV/AIDS care-giving, public housing, multicultural demographics and 
neighbourhoods, achievements by women, labor and management relations, and ecology.” (Jacob, Breson  & 
Olson, 24-26). The outcome of these projects was disputed as actually having artistic merit because in operation 
and production it was difficult to distinguish them from social works activities. For example, the book documenting 
the event states that the project addressing minority youth leadership and gang violence resulted in 46 videos were 
created by 12-15 youth (some former gang members). The facilitating artist-activist worked with the youth over 
several months so that they could explore interesting ways to creatively relate their community and their lives 
through video. The project culminated in a block party where 71 video monitors protected by gang members played 
the videos all over the neighbourhood. People who usually never ventured into the neighbor came to experience 
the art and walked safely from viewing area to viewing area (Jacob, Breson  & Olson, 24-26). The artistic operation 
opened the community towards an examination of its issues and resulted a video art production. However had this 
art then been played in a gallery or a distant museum it would have broke the trust and integrity of the community 
based operation. The project became an artwork of relationships because it drew the community together, to see 
itself and its reality and reflect upon ways to navigate that reality and the videos produced were a result of the 
social relations and structures that were explored. As a resident put it: 
…if money for community artists can float into a project and give our kids a concept of tomorrow, I’m 
100% for it, because our kids don’t see a tomorrow. (Jacob, Breson & Olson, 27) 
 
Community based art still operates on the “avant-garde pressures to be inventive, to be original, to do something 
that was not possible before” and as such is part of the dialogue of contemporary art. Community based artists are 
ambitious and have decided to use their abilities in socially responsible manner. (Jacob, Breson & Olson, 20)
 
Mel Chin is another type of artist-activist who works on his own art projects that are conceptualized around 
environmental issues. Since 1991 has been creating gardens that draws heavy metals from contaminated fields. 
The plants are incinerated and the heavy metals are reclaimed from the ash. In terms of aesthetics, Chin, enjoys 
the look of earth in healthy fields that result from his creative decontamination process. Chin works in an outlying 
area from the gallery mainstream and like community-based art the question is continually asked: ‘is it really art?’ 
Given that Chin is an artist and that he uses aesthetics and critical thinking in his work, by definition Chin is carrying 
out an artistic operation by blurring the boundary between art and environmental activism and thereby requesting 
the observer of his work to question the nature and differences between the two activities. 
Likewise with the advent of the internet, art collectives and hacker-artists have sprung up who utilize artistic 
operations to open that social electronic environment and communications medium up for artistic examination and 
the development of critically oriented artworks. According to a Canadian on-line magazine, Critical Art Ensemble 
and RTMark are key examples of net-based artist groups that co-opt the aesthetic and the tools of ” national and 
local governments, multi-national corporations, research labs, and the press.” (http://www.ciac.ca/magazine/
archives/no_21/en/oeuvre5.htm). Artistic operations are performed as attempts to infiltrate these systems and their 
institutional image and language in order to question and undermine the perceived ethical, political, and legal 
standing of public entities. This type of artist group leverages the Internet as communications medium and 
maximize the exposure of the issues that they are critiquing (http://www.ciac.ca/magazine/archives/no_21/en/
oeuvre5.htm). 
The examples mentioned above are a brief survey of art that has moved beyond the gallery and the purview of 
capital generation. The research into the role of artistic activity in the formation of community has raised many 
questions that require further quantitative and qualitative investigations that include the following: 
1.     Is community-based art effective in producing social change in a media saturated environment? 
2.     What is the nature of this change if it does it exist? (impact, scope, duration, pervasiveness, expected 
and unexpected reactions to change) (Vago, 130-309) 
3.     What are the characteristics strategies that have successfully impacted communities and how is the 
social impact of artistic operations  measured? 
4.     How do community based artists survive economically and function in a society that requires mutability 
of their role? 
5.     Can community based art as a discipline develop ways of seeing and functioning that will offer insight 
into larger issues facing society such as the development of mega-cities, challenges to the environment and 
the homogenization of culture through globalization? 
6.     What criteria can be used to evaluate the artistic merit of activist oriented art? 
The research has demonstrated that there are many factors that obscure the actual inquiry into the area. The 
primary challenge to community based art projects and research into them is confusion in the public mind of what 
art actually is and how it is able to operate in multiple forms and serve simultaneously the varying needs of the elite 
and community consisting of the other classes. The concept of art encompasses many things for many people and 
this serves to conflate the idea of art. Consequently the multivalent and simultaneous functioning of art in society is 
not clearly understood amongst the public at large. 
To the public, the production of contemporary ‘high’ art and the promotional mechanisms that it engages can seem 
outlandish and bizarre. The dialogue in the art world occurs between people who specialize in high art and this 
combined with the historical myth of the genius artist can often alienate individuals and entire communities from the 
artistic activity.  “Common sense views of artists are based on socially constructed ideas about the role of artists in 
society” (Alexander 150). There seems to be an alienating vision that separates community-based artists from their 
role in the formulation of community.  Inherently, this vision separates the majority of the population from their 
ability to apply artistic operations to examine social issues and seek alternative solutions than those proposed by 
institutionally oriented culture. Nevertheless artists who involve themselves at the community level, through their 
actions are also attempting to dispel misconceptions about artistic function and its relevance as a vehicle for 
change. 
  
Given the complex and simultaneous functioning of art in the formation of society, community-based art will likely 
continue to develop along side gallery-based art in the process of change and preservation of society. As society 
evolves, artists and the various elite or local communities in which they work will continue to benefit from their 
artistic operations. Artists may find that the ability to engage in these artistic operations with different social groups 
provides an enhanced environment for artistic production. 
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AL HACK'S FAVORITE WRITERS AND POETS
al hack's good picks 
Writers and Poets: 
Aldous Huxley (philosophy/fiction)
Bruce Mau (design)
Chuang Tze (philosophy)
Clare Graves (psychology)
Hakim Bey (political philosphy)
Herman Hesse (fiction)
John Walker (sociology)
Kabir (Poetry)
Kahil Gibran (Poetry)
Krishnamurty (philosophy)
Ken Wilber (philosophy)
Kurt Vonnegut Jr (fiction)
Lao Tze (philosophy)
Mahatma Gandhi (political philosophy)
Marcel DuChamp (art)
Martin Buber (philosophy)
Michel Foucault (sociology)
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (philosophy)
Robert Smithson (art)
Rumi (poetry)
Socrates (philosophy)
Sri Auribindo (philosophy)
Sun tse (Activism)
Walt Whitman (poetry)
William Blake (poetry)
 
Teachers:
Baba Hari Dass
Bahá'u'lláh
Gautama Buddha
Guru Nanak
Jesus of Nazareth
Krishna
Lao Tzu
Rumi
Socrates 
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FAQ's
Is Samsara Unlimited a business?
We function as a business but we differ in our profit motive. Most businesses put financial 
gain, maximizing shareholder value or return on investment as their main objective. Our main 
objective is to generate compassion through creativity. We do understand that we need 
financial capital to sustain our organization and are very serious about how we manage the 
financial aspect of our business. However we feel financial capital flows from developing our 
investments in compassion and community and is a result of well-engaged creativity. 
Is Samsara Unlimited an Art Work?
We function as a living organizational and systems-based art work and while people may not 
associate us with traditional art forms such as painting, sculpture, drawing or printmaking we 
do attempt to incorporate those forms and the principles behind them into our production. We 
follow a conversation in western art history that includes Marcel DuChamp, Joesph Beuys, Jeff 
Koons, N.E. Thing Company and Suzi Gablick. If you really want to go into this, then you can 
read Al Hack’s essay on the subject from our website.
http://www.samsaraunlimited.com/essays/alhack/artistoperations.html 
What is an art system and how does this differ from an idea system?
A system is a grouping of, real or abstract, objects or entities that form a whole and where 
each part interacts or is inter-related with every other part. When we state that Samsara 
Unlimited is an Art System, what we mean is that we are an organization of ideas, products, 
and people that are inter-related and inter-active as artworks in ourselves. The art system 
then, is also a living artwork. An art system can also be an idea system and the terms for us 
are interchangeable. Although an idea may seem to be beyond art, we feel that the 
dimensions that define art operate within any system, be it social, organisational, or 
environmental. 
If you want to know more about systems theory, art and society are related check out Al 
Hack’s essay on the subject at the following link:
http://www.samsaraunlimited.com/essays/alhack/functionsociety.html 
What is the difference between your art products and ordinary consumer products?
Our products work to subvert themselves as products. Other than this, there is no difference 
between our products and those produced by other design and consumer product 
development companies. 
Some artists might say that Samsara Unlimited is not an artwork and some professional 
designers and business people might say that you are not a really involved in product 
development. What would be your reply?
They should talk to each other about it. We think the dialogue would be a good thing. Many 
artists seem to appreciate neither designers nor business people. Likewise many designers 
and business people seem not to appreciate artists. We think that being able to displace 
oneself from the myths of one’s discipline can only be a good thing. 
Why do you give your financial profits away to individuals and small groups that are 
unregistered charities?
There are several reasons. First, if financial profit were our objective then we would not be 
focused on our real objective - to generate a field of compassion. So we give the surplus 
financial gains away to individuals and small groups who are non-registered charities. 
We choose small non-registered charities because they have demonstrated commitment to 
expanding the field of compassion but are too busy and too focused on their work to fund raise 
the small amounts that they need to do big things in small communities. We do not need a tax 
receipt because this would give us a benefit that we are not seeking. That allows us to invest 
in these small projects because they are aligned with our mission. 
Why do you not invest your financial profits locally?
There are certainly many worthy projects in the ‘developed’ world and in the developed world 
there are many systems that are readily accessible to people with good ideas. 
We choose to invest with people and projects that fall through the crack of public and private 
attention and funding but are still doing amazing work. So we seek individuals or groups that 
have very little of both and are located in geopolitical situations where there is no source of 
local support. 
At this moment we are focusing on Tshelanyemba Community Project that in the past has 
developed programs for orphans with HIV/AIDS in rural Zimbabwe. In Zimbabwe there is little 
or no government infrastructure to provide basics like education, health care and clean water. 
In the case of communities where children are HIV positive and where a large proportion of the 
adults have died from AIDS, children services are non-existent. We are attempting to support 
the development of community priority projects, so that this community can become 
economically sustainable and thereby provide for their community members. 
We can't be all things to all people. But we can help a few people very far away to help 
themselves. 
Why would a grass roots business want to use your brand?
Samsara Unlimited provides an identifiable umbrella brand that allows grass-roots business 
and other creative projects to express their alignment with our goals and values. At present, 
the use of our brand does require our permission and is available for free. 
Since Samsara Unlimited works hard on its marketing and promotion, other groups, who do 
not have the same expertise can benefit from our contribution to the ecology of compassion. 
Would Samsara Unlimited be competition for a grass roots business?
That may happen in some product areas, services, and idea systems, but it is not our 
intention. We believe that the more people become prosperous in working to develop an 
ecology of compassion the better for all of us involved in it. It is a worldview that holds 
abundance, collaboration and gifting at its foundations rather that scarcity, competition, and 
financial transactions.  
How do you generate the financial capital necessary to support Samsara Unlimited and 
create the financial profits for you to operate and to invest in the projects in which you 
are interested?
We sell stuff.  
What is the relationship between Samsara Unlimited and Al Hack Concepts?
Samsara Unlimited was a brand generated by Al Hack Concepts. Al Hack came up with the 
idea and Mr. Pillay, the current business manager and a product designer with Sasmara 
Unlimited, is developing the brand as a project. Eventually Samsara Unlimited might be a 
separate operational entity but there will always be a creative relationship between Al Hack 
Concepts and Samsara Unlimited.  
How does Samsara Unlimited differ from organizations using yogic, Hindu and 
Buddhist imagery to market their products?
SU is not simply using the images, iconography and language to make money and create a 
marketing concept. By focusing on compassion and certain values common to those traditions, 
we endeavour to ground our operations and our designs in the teachings yogic, Hindu, and 
Buddhist values. 
What is your design vision?
Our products are unique, hand made, or editioned; based on esoteric yogic Buddhist 
aesthetics; and designed to work towards 100% incorporation of the principles fair trade, fair 
wage, and organics. 
What do you mean by an integration of environmental and humanitarian values?
Environment oriented values are usually set as separate from humanitarian values. What we 
see as important to the future is that our actions in the present flow from an understanding that 
environment and human society are integrated entities. This is an ecological vision that feeds 
into a behavior of equanimity, balance, and integration, between human society and its 
resources. This vision is based upon individuals coming to understand how desire and non-
attachment function to create contentment in a consumer based society.  
What is an ecology of compassion?
An ecology of compassion is a term to describe the nature of the system in which Samasara 
Unlimited operates. The term ecology has been drawn from its common use definition to 
actually mean eco-system. 
This eco-system of compassion is dynamic set of relationships between the various ideas, 
operations and entities involved in generating a field of compassion. In this sense the ecology 
of compassion is that which defines how Samsara Unlimited operates. Samsara Unlimited is 
one part of that system. 
At Samsara Unlimited we understand compassion as being towards ourselves as individuals 
and towards other humans beings but also linked to the biologic aspect of the term ecology. 
As such an ecology of compassion also defines human relationships in terms of compassion in 
other systems actively involved in our biosphere. 
What is a field of compassion?
Basically it just means that through our sphere of activity we aspire to convey compassion and 
those that come in touch with that sphere begin to act from a place of compassion. 
More formally, the term field comes from physics and refers to and all-pervading influence of a 
region of space-time. A field of compassion is metaphysical phrase that refers to the aspect of 
compassion that is able to interact with ideas and other systems to transform them within a 
region of space-time. 
What is personal sustainability?
Personal sustainability is about having a life where one is financially capable to sustain oneself 
or ones family but is also engaged creatively in the life. Of course it is open to interpretation, 
but we mean that it is having good food, a comfortable place to live, work that is creative and 
fulfilling, and allows one to integrate family, community and environmentally friendly habits into 
daily living. 
Is your fashion actually art and not just fashion?
Like the rest of our product line, the fashion items in themselves are just regular products; 
however, with them we are interested more in our models and the advertising images of them. 
Most models don’t get to speak. For us, what the model’s say and their reason for being 
involved with our project of compassion is the important thing. Our models chose this project 
and are women who have a voice and are passionate about certain social and environmental 
issues.  
What is the difference between Samsara Unlimited and Bennetton, in using models of 
different ethnicities?
No real difference in our images. We like to celebrate diversity and beauty. We think their 
images are beautiful because they do this. However, we are driven by a different definition of 
profit. Also, we work actively to ensure that our products are manufactured with the principles 
of fair trade, fair wage and organic material sourcing. 
I am skeptical, is this just another scheme to get money or notoriety?
Skepticism is a good thing but it is somewhat overrated and fashionable these days. But you 
are giving us too much credit. We are not that smart. We just wanna' have fun. Besides, there 
are much easier ways to get wealthy or famous than our project. 
What you are doing seems pretty idealistic, how can you state that you value 
pragmatism?
Admittedly we are reaching for a new way of being and thinking as a company, which is really 
quite idealistic; however, we are quite pragmatic in our approach. We are artists that operate 
in the worlds of business and design. We have to be good at doing what we do in order to live 
long and prosper.
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A part of the Samsara Unlimited 
fashion line the classic t-shirt can be 
purchased at the Samsara Unlimited 
facility in the Gordon Snelgrove 
Gallery in the Murray Building at the 
University of Saskatchewan from 
September 11-22 during regular 
business hours. 
 
 
  
 
All of the proceeds from the Samsara 
Unlimited concept store will be donated 
to Sylvia Cholodnuik and the 
Tshelanyemba community in Zimbabwe 
Africa. As a non-registered charity, 
Sylvia has been able to aid 
Tshelanyemba by funding a hospital, 
AIDS orphanage as well as two schools, 
effectively aiding the community in 
becoming self sustainable. 
click here for more information
 Visitors to date: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Welcome to Samsara Unlimited! 
Samsara Unlimited, a division of Al Hack Concepts, is a for profit 
design company and art system that focuses on applying design 
principles to art objects, consumer products and other systems. 
Samsara Unlimited strives to extend the flow of financial and creative 
capital to small groups or individuals who themselves aim to facilitate 
the development of locally sustainable systems centered on the 
integration of environmental and humanitarian values. We intend to be 
a catalyst in developing an ecology of compassion and consider the 
financial dimension of profit critical but secondary to this goal.
read more here 
 
Activity Schedule for Samsara Unlimited 
(September 4 – Sept 22, 2006) 
 
 
Sept 4 - September 22
Promotional Activities
Passive interventions will take place from Sept 11-22, 2006 in 
classrooms, bathrooms and library stalls across the University of 
Saskatchewan Campus. 
 
Artwork will be displayed in the ad spaces of Captive Audience in the 
washrooms at Louis, Lower Place Riel and the Mendel Art Gallery. 
Captive Audience ad spaces on garbage cans in the Place Riel 
Tunnel and the Place Riel Concourse will also be used. 
Lantern Making Workshop; Hosted by Alexa Hainsworth - Join 
Alexa in the Gordon Snelgrove art gallery on Friday September 15 at 
10 am for a workshop that will unveil itself on September 22 at the 
Samsara Unlimited Brand Launch. 
Collage Community Bike Project – Re-purposed bicycles will re-
branded with the Samsara Unlimited Logo and covered in messages 
by students. They can be seen alongside the Hike and Bike 
Challenge "free student bicycle repair" stations as well as at the 
Samsara Unlimited Brand Launch on September 22. How will you 
become a part of the Community Bike Project? click here for more 
information.  
Samsara Unlimited Drum Circle - Bring your bongo and join the 
drum circle on the steps of the Gordon Snelgrove Art Gallery 
Thursday September 21 at 1:30pm. Rain or shine! Thank you to 
Josh Forrest.
Samsara Unlimited Tea - Join us in the Gordon Snelgrove daily at 
3pm for Chai tea and snacks. 
Friends of Samsara Unlimited will inform the student body about the 
project while distributing temporary tattoos of the Samsara Unlimited 
Brand
Drop by the Samsara Unlimited facility in the Gordon Snelgrove and 
we'll outfit you with your Samsara Unlimited tagging tools! 
 
Sept 11-15 (regular business hours)
Concept Store Installation
The Samsara Unlimited Concept Store will be installed at the Gordon 
Snelgrove Art Gallery on the University of Saskatchewan campus. 
Visitors are welcome to drop by to ask questions or get involved with 
the installation as we transform the gallery space into a Samsara 
Unlimited facility. 
Sept 18
Media Visits
Staff will be on hand to answer questions for the media or the public. 
Sept 18-22 (regular business hours)
Concept Store Opening
Viewers are welcome to drop-in to ask questions and to preview, 
make reserve bids and purchase both prototypes from our design lab 
and samples from the concept store. 
Sept 22, 2006 (7-10 pm)
Official Brand and Portal Launch
This will be the official Samsara Unlimited brand launch and final 
purchases and bids can be made on prototype and samples. We will 
also have an ‘assertive fashion show’. You will examine our on-line 
presence through our prototype portal. 
Sept 22 (11pm-?)
After Party (to be confirmed)
Come and celebrate with us at a ‘secret’ location. 
September 22, 2006 onwards
Select items will be available in the Mendel Art Gallery Store to 
purchase.
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check out our coverage in the sheaf http://www.thesheaf.com/index.php?
option=com_docman&task=cat_view&gid=85&Itemid=64
If you can be good to your neighbours, to your family, to your friends, and to the people that you come 
in contact with everyday, war eliminates itself. For most, art is something abstract. Artistic expression is 
best left on the fringes of mainstream society – part of an illusory higher culture that has no real bearing 
on everyday life. But one U of S team is trying to change all that, and reaffi rm the belief that art can in 
fact change the world. Samsara Unlimited, the brainchild of U of S MFA student Pravin Pillay, is an 
artist collective that is hoping to make the world a better place through art – and they plan to do it in a 
very unusual way. “Most people think about art as the typical sculpture, painting, drawing,” Pillay says. 
“What we are talking about here is artwork as a system — socially engaged art.” While artists tend to 
shy away from the corporate world, Pillay, who received a Master’s in Business Administration from 
McGill before making the shift to the art world, has found a place for his art right in the middle of 
consumer culture. Samsara Unlimited acts essentially like a small corporation. They have a logo; 
included in their media package is a company profi le complete with See LEED on page A5 Capitalist 
art: cultivating creativity in consumer culture CHARLES HAMILTON Editor-in-Chief See SAMSARA 
on page A3 SAMSARA 
continued from A1 a mission statement and a FAQ page. They are selling limited edition t-shirts, 
baseball caps, and a line of environmentally friendly bathroom products. They even have 
advertisements in bathroom stalls. But more than products – even more than the art itself – Samsara 
Unlimited is selling an idea. “I think that everybody has that creativity,” Pillay says. “Our question was, 
how do you act as catalyst? How do organize that creative energy in a way that it actually starts to shift 
the system?” Essentially, Samsara Unlimited is trying to transform artistic creativity into something 
tangible -- something that could make a difference in the real world. Instead of restricting art to its usual 
alcove – the galleries, the museums, the exhibits – Samsara Unlimited is attempting to bring art, and 
the political messages within it, into the public sphere, hoping that it will have a real impact on people’s 
lives. One very effective way to do that is through the world of commodity. “We want to create a little 
access point for people living in the world of commodity,” he says. “Use a language that people 
understand already in order to get them socially engaged.” Unlike ordinary corporations, whose focus is 
primarily on fi nancial gain, Samsara Unlimited remains true to its artistic ideals. They are focused on 
the profi t of creativity, compassion and social responsibility. All their products, which are in fact little 
pieces of art, are produced in fair trade and fair wage environments. This sort of grassroots approach is 
what Samsara is interested in applying to world issues. “There are lots of people who can do the big 
stuff,” he says. “Institutions are set up for that. For us it’s all about doing big things in small 
communities.” Samsara plans to donate all their profi ts from this show to a project in Tshelanyemba, 
Zimbabwe. The project, which is supervised by U of S graduate Sylvia Cholodnuik, focuses on 
providing education for orphans in the town that has been ravaged by HIV/AIDS. “We generate this 
excess thing called capital, and we don’t need it so we give it away to the people who need it most,” 
Pillay explains. “If we raise 500 dollars, that pays for all the children’s textbooks in the village for a 
year...that kind of investment has really high return.” Despite its seemingly genuine intentions, Samsara 
Unlimited is sure to come under criticism from both artists and activists alike. Artists typically harbour 
some resentment for the commercial world, believing that their work is something more than a mere 
consumer product. Reducing artwork to a money making venture seems contrary to the entire notion of 
artistic integrity. But Samsara insists it is “interested in neither fi nancial profi t for the sake of fi nancial 
profi t, nor creativity for the sake of creativity.” Rather they are looking for a hybrid between these two 
worlds. “It is this kind of art that threatens the art establishment,” Pillay explains. “Some artists would 
say that Samsara Unlimited is not artwork, and some designers and business people would say that we 
are not involved in product development. We are something different.” Art is life, life is art to artist 
collective JUMP AROUND Models get socially engaged thanks to Samsara Unlimited Samsara 
Unlimited will be showing at the Snelgrove Art Gallery from September 12 thro For more 
information visit www.samsaraunlimited.com 
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july
PRESS RELEASE: Contemporary Art Meets Entrepreneurship and Activism 
(July 6, 2006: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE) 
Al Hack Concepts announces a collaborative contemporary art and private sector initiative to develop a 
product line promoting the integration of humanitarian and ecological values. The experimental product 
development and marketing process combines the talents of local creative producers with the savvy of 
international entrepreneurial business to generate a creative community of compassion. The resulting 
product line will be marketed under the brand name Samsara Unlimited. The objective of Samsara 
Unlimited is to create an ecology that transmutes creative capital into financial capital and produces 
seemingly mass produced consumer goods that actually engender the qualities we seek in works of fine 
art: reflection, contemplation, and call to action. 
Products range from collector type artworks printed on silk wall hangings from four to nine meters long, 
to similar prints on T-shirts and post cards. Shoppers and gallery goers will also find products like 
laughing Buddhas in the form of chocolate truffles that may cause the purchaser or viewer to question: 
is this a sacred icon? Is it literally a consumable product? Or is it a piece of art to be admired and 
collected? And what, if any, is the difference between these categories?  
 
Al Hack Concepts invites the public to celebrate the Samsara Unlimited brand launch and sample sale at 
its concept store on September 22 from 7pm until 11pm in the Gordon Snelgrove Art Gallery located in 
the Murray Building at the University of Saskatchewan. Admission is free. All profits from the sample 
sale will be donated to the Tshelanyemba Community Project which in the past has developed programs 
for orphans with HIV/AIDS in rural Zimbabwe.
 
Guests are welcome to visit the concept store and view or pre-purchase many of the unique art and 
consumer items fresh from the Al Hack Concepts development lab during regular business hours from 
September 12-22. 
The initial idea for Samsara Unlimited was developed by Master of Fine Arts candidate Pravin Pillay as 
a central part of his MFA graduate exhibition. Mr. Pillay completed his undergraduate fine arts training 
at the Emily Carr Institute of Art and Design in Vancouver and also holds an MBA from McGill 
University in Montreal. As a founding member of Doctors without Borders Canada, Mr. Pillay asserts 
"with a committed team of creative individuals, anything is possible. 
More follows
The real challenge is demonstrating this possibility of seeming impossibility in a way that is accessible 
to everyone. Gallery based artists, environmental and social justice activists are often challenged by the 
use of language that is specific to their own communities and interests while they are attempting to 
communicate to a larger and more comprehensive audience. Al Hack Concepts uses the language of the 
smart consumer, the tools of business and the spirit of capitalism, combined with the creativity of the 
artist, craftsperson and designer, to open a way for people to actively participate in the creation of an 
ecology of compassion. If people are using brands to display their status in society and to define 
themselves, Samsara Unlimited, gives an individual, through the items they purchase, a chance to 
identify themselves with a process that emphasizes the importance integrating the ideas of social justice, 
environmentalism, and entrepreneurial activity in the formation of civil society.” 
Al Hack Concepts would like to recognize the following private sector and creative partners who have 
contributed their ideas and energy to make Samsara Unlimited a reality. 
Western Retail Interiors www.westernretail.com
Shankar Perfumeries Works (India) www.shankarperfumery.com
Uof S Bookstore www.usask.ca/consumer_services/bookstore
UofS Dept of Art and Art History www.arts.usask.ca/art 
ENDS 
Note to editors: 
For more information about the Tshelanyemba Community Project please refer to: 
http://www.usask.ca/alumni/alumnisite/publications/green_white/issues/fall2004/feature01.php 
For more information about Al Hack Concepts and the Samsara Unlimited project refer to:
http://www.alhackconcepts.com (online: August 1, 2006) 
or  
 
 
contact:
Jenalene Antony
Manager of Productions and Publicity
jenalene.antony@gmail.com
Cell: 306.290.2530
Home: 306.933.9383  
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september
PRESS RELEASE: Contemporary Art Meets Entrepreneurship and 
Activism
(September, 2006: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
 
Al Hack Concepts announces Samsara Unlimited: a contemporary art and private 
sector initiative working towards an ecology of compassion. Samsara Unlimited’s 
objective is to combine the talents of local creative producers with entrepreneurial 
business savvy to demonstrate inter-disciplinary respect and benefit from a realistic place 
of cooperation and collaboration. Through experimental design, product development and 
marketing processes, Samsara Unlimited strives to build a sustainable community where 
members are able to their invest financial and creative surplus into projects of 
environmental and humanitarian importance. 
 
From September 11–15 the public is invited to the Gordon Snelgrove Art Gallery in the 
Murray building at the University of Saskatchewan to view its transformation from 
gallery into Samsara Unlimited facility. Complete with offices, concept lab, retail front 
and manufacturing space, the Samsara Unlimited facility strives towards an ecology that 
transmutes creative capital into financial capital. From September 18-22 during regular 
business hours conscious consumers are welcome to preview, reserve bids and purchase 
prototypes and samples from the Samsara Unlimited facility.
 
All profits will be donated to the Tshelanyemba Community Project, a sustainable 
community project in Zimbabwe Africa that Sylvia Cholodnuik has been supporting as a 
non-registered charity. Through her work with the local AIDS/HIV orphanage, school 
system and hospital, Sylvia has inspired and mobilized the Tshelanyemba community to 
seek self sustainability. 
 
On September 22 from 7-11pm, Samsara Unlimited will be hosting its Brand Launch at 
the Gorden Sneldgrove Art Gallery. The final opportunity for purchases and bids on the 
product line, the night’s events include the Samsara Unlimited Assertive Fashion show 
and an information session about the Tshelanyemba Community project. Admission is 
free.  
 
Al Hack Concepts would like to recognize the following private sector and creative 
partners who have contributed their ideas and energy to make Samsara Unlimited a 
reality.
 
Western Retail Interiors                                     www.westernretail.com
Shankar Perfumeries Works (India)                    www.shankarperfumery.com
Disc Imaging Group                                         www.discimaging.ca     www.discimaging.ca
Dharma Chakra Imports                                    www.tkesur.ca www.tkesur.ca
Uof S Bookstore                                               www.usask.ca/consumer_services/
bookstore  wwUofS Dept of Art and Art History                       www.arts.usask.ca/art
 
Note to editors:                         
 
For more information about the Tshelanyemba Community Project please refer to:  
http://www.usask.ca/alumni/alumnisite/publications/green_white/issues/fall2004/feature01.
php
 
For more information about Al Hack Concepts and the Samsara Unlimited project refer to:
www.samsaraunlimited.comww.samsaraunlimted.com/ 
 
Contact: Jenalene Antony: Manager of Productions and Publicity 
jenalene@alhackconcepts.com 
306.290.2530 or  306.384.3535
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we're in the beer garden! 
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CONTACT
jenalene antony 
jenalene@alhackconcepts.com
306.290.2530
www.samsaraunlimited.com
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 OUR EXECUTIVE OUR ASSOCIATES  
 
Sylvia Cholodnuik
Tshelanyemba Community Project Founder 
 
The non-registered charity that all of the proceeds from the 
Samsara Unlimited concept store will be donated to. 
for more information please see http://www.usask.ca/alumni/
alumnisite/publications/green_white/issues/fall2004/feature01.php
 click here for more images  
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collage community bike program 
a community bike program gets people out of their cars, excersizing some bikes and contributing to an 
environmentally friendly community. 
contact 
jenalene.
antony@gmail.
com and 
she'll help 
you get on 
your pink 
bike! 
 
 
 
  
  
 
    
free the free bikes! 
all collage bikes were donated via recycling by local freecyclers . check out http://www.freecycle.org/
check out www.samsaraunlimited.com 
the idea behind pink bike is to see a pink bike in your local uofs bike stand 
and take it for a ride because we want you to love our bikes as much as we 
do!
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our EXECUTIVE 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
Al Hack  
Al Hack Concepts, Founder/
Ceo
Pravin Pillay 
Samsara Unlimited Division, 
Business Manager/Designer
Nissa Pillay 
Samsara Unlimited Division, 
Product Designer 
Jenalene Antony 
Samsara Unlimited Division, 
Production & Publicity 
Manager 
Alexa Hainsworth 
AlHack Concepts/Samsara 
Unlimited Division, Unit 
Liason
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Al Hack 
Al Hack Concepts, Founder/Ceo
 
Al Hack is the founder of Al Hack Concepts and 
originator of Samsara Unlimited as an idea. 
Although Al Hack is not a visible part of the Samsara 
Unlimited network, Al Hack remains active behind 
the scenes and takes a very strong interest in the 
final outcome of Samsara Unlimited. Al Hack 
inspires us all in Samsara Unlimited and is 
responsible for our slogan “towards an ecology of 
compassion”
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Pravin Pillay 
Samsara Unlimited Division, Business Manager/
Designer
 
Pravin Pillay joined Samsara Unlimited at its conceptual phase and 
was employed by Al Hack to transform the idea behind the 
Samsara Unlimited idea int. o reality. He began active engagement 
with Samsara Unlimited while working on his MFA at the University 
of Saskatchewan in early 2006. Having a long history of working as 
a humanitarian and environmental activist, Al Hack considered Mr. 
Pillay someone who would have an intuitive understanding of the 
principles behind Samsara Unlimited. Mr. Pillay spends part of his 
time developing products but maintains his real artwork is business 
itself. He holds a B.Arts and Science from McMaster University, a 
BFA from the Emily Carr Institute of Art and Design and an MBA 
from McGill University
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Nissa Pillay 
Samsara Unlimited Division, Product Designer 
 
Nissa Pillay is responsible for developing most of Samsara 
Unlimited’s products. She is said to be the real brains of the 
operation. Nissa is a visual artist and holds a BFA from the Emily 
Carr Institute of Art and Design.
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Jenalene Antony 
Samsara Unlimited Division, Production & Publicity 
Manager 
 
Jenalene Antony manages all aspects of production and publicity. 
Her enthusiasm and drive is a source of energy for all those 
involved with the Samsara Unlimited. Jenalene comes to Samsara 
Unlimited with an education in the arts and design.
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Alexa Hainsworth 
AlHack Concepts/Samsara Unlimited Division, Unit 
Liason
  
Ms. Hainsworth is said to have the personal ear of Al Hack. She 
brings her creative skill as an artist and her ability think not only 
outside of the box but how to reconstruct the box and make it think 
that it is a really good looking sphere.
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our ASSOCIATES 
the glue 
Sylvia Cholodnuik  
Tshelanyemba Community Project Founder
Models
Participating Artists & Artisans 
Sponsors 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
.
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our MODELS 
because beauty is really about a sense of inner grace 
ALLYSHA
ALEXA
 GLORIA
LACEY
 LINDSAY
 MARTINE
MONIQUE
 SOFYA
TARA
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ALLYSHA
Model 
 
Thank you for modelling for Samsara Unlimited. We miss you but 
we wish you the best of luck in Montreal! 
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ALEXA
Model 
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GLORIA
Model 
 
Thank you for helping with the fashion shoot on such short notice 
and hopfully you make it back on time for the September 22 after 
party! 
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LACEY
Model 
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LINDSAY
Model 
 
Thanks for jumping right in as artist, model and interior decorator! 
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MARTINE
Model 
 
The original inspiration for the Fashion shoot 
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MONIQUE
Model 
 
BMX Biker Babe 
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SOFYA
Model 
 
I am proud and excited to be involved with Samsara Unlimited. My 
name is Sofya, Im originally from Ethiopia and have been living in 
Canada for over ten years. I am a student at the University of 
Saskatchewan majoring in International studies in hopes of one 
day working with the UN. I enjoy reading a good book, playing 
sports; mainly soccer because it is the best sport in the world, 
staying focused and being positive.
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TARA
Model 
 
Local songstress
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PARTICIPATING ARTISTS & ARTISANS 
 
 
.CHRIS CORTEZ - PHOTOGRAPHER
JAMES POPOFF -ARTIST 
LYNNE ERIKSON -ARTIST & SOAP MAKER 
JESSE THORNTON - FINE WOOD CRAFTSPERSON 
JOSHUA FORREST- PERFORMANCE ARTIST
MONIQUE ROY - INTERIOR PAINTER 
TODD BURTON- ARTIST 
JULIE HUTCHINS - SEAMSTRESS
GEORGE HUTCHINS - HANDYMAN
MAXINE PROCTOR - ARTIST
MAJA MONTGOMERY - ARTIST 
CHRIS ALLEN - PRINTMAKER 
JEAN-SEBASTIEN GAUTHIER - SCULPTOR
LEE MASON - WORD SMITH 
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CHRIS CORTEZ 
PHOTOGRAPHER
 
What I do: Student, International Studies, University of 
Saskatchewan 
Why I am Involved: 
I am not a photographer, just a sensitive person who likes to 
take 
pictures.I heard that statment somewhere and it resonates 
with me. I like business and I likes the concept of compassion 
as profit. I 
wanted to do something to support the projec and I t felt that 
is was 
really important to contribute the one thing that I am really 
passionate about.
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JOSHUA FORREST
PREFORMANCE ARTIST 
 
Josh is a committed young man who is excited and proud to 
be affiliated 
with the Samsara project.  He believes in the ideas and the 
spirit that all 
of the people in the team possess.  Josh believes in art that 
serves not 
only the individual, but also other people, animals, and the 
environment. 
Josh believes that if that integration can take place then art 
will always 
be necessary whether it is widely known or not.
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TODD BURTON 
ARTIST 
 
When Todd was asked why he was involved with Samsara 
Unlimited he replied: 
"Because it's not about me." 
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   OUR EXECUTIVE OUR ASSOCIATES OUR OUR    
 
our SPONSORS 
we never could have done it with out you 
 
WESTERN INTERIOR RETAILERS
SHANKAR PERFUMERIES WORKS 
DISC IMAGING GROUP
CAPTIVE AUDIENCE
TYSON BROWN
DHARMA CHAKRA IMPORTS
PADDOCK WOOD BREWING
GORDON SNELGROVE GALLERY
U OF S BOOKSTORE - Betty Jantz 
U OF S DEPT OF ART AND ART HISTORY 
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Tshelanyemba Community Project
The following images and their captions were selected and written by Sylvia. 
The photos were taken during her earliest and her latest trip. 
 Mazwi Primary School's mission statement 
coming home from school a typical homestead
Tshelanyemba Primary school - fence is almost 
complete.Three wings have been added to the 
school since 1995.There are approximately 560 
children regularily attending the school. 
deep concentration
Gogo looking after some of her grandchildren
Cue to see the Doctor. There is 1 Doctor for 
85,000 people.
Cosmang enjoying an art class Little girl in the children's ward 
Thenjiwe - abandoned orphan being raised by 
the nurses at the Tshelanyemba Hospital Games day - a children's highlight Hope with his class 
Decent Dube bedridden for a minimum of 2 
months with a fracture
enjoys colouring 
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    PRODUCTS & SERVICES  DESIGN    
 
SAMSARA PRODUCTS 
WEARABLE PRODUCTS 
EDIBLE ICONIC PRODUCTS 
PRODUCTS TO SOOTHE YOUR KARMA 
REPRODUCTIVE ART 
DECORATIVE ART 
 
SAMSARA SERVICES 
NETWORKING/COMMUNICATION
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   PRODUCTS & SERVICES DESIGN    
 
WEARABLE PRODUCTS 
T-SHIRTS
WOMEN'S HI-END T-SHIRTS 
WOMEN'S ACTIVE SPORTS JACKET 
WOMEN'S FASHION WEAR 
SAMSARA HEAD GEAR
SAMSARA TIBETAN CRAFTED CLOTHES 
SAMSARA TIBETAN CRAFTED JEWELRY 
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T-SHIRTS 
Printed in four colors using a set of hands of a 
South Asian elder who came to Toronto in the 
early sixties during the first wave of immigration 
from Apartheid South Africa. Designed for 
artsmart casual wear. T-shirts appear to be 
massed produced because they have the same 
image on all of them, however, they are each a 
unique work of art because they have different 
text. The illusion of mass production as producing 
standardized items is revealed. Each item appears 
to be the same but are so only in pattern. The 
editioned aphorism printed on each shirt points to 
the same place/non place and is a key to the 
illusion of difference. 
click here for aphorisms available. 
 
Price: $20 
click here for more images 
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T-SHIRT APHORISMS 
This could be an interesting Story
Same game, different Content
This moment is ground Zero
In consideration of the Posthuman
Art is capitalism at its Finest
The illusion has become Real
We are at the Gate
Who else missed the Mystery?
Excess desire, breeds Poverty
Trapped in Heaven
Everywhere is Neo-tokyo
Albert, Bertrand and Her.
How many After?
How many Before?
A thousand gods are Watching
Purgatory has its Benefits
This cage without a Door
The full catastrophe
Nothing is to be clung To
Da kine, Brah 
Dangerous Parallel
I abandoned my ship and escaped Oblivion
I can't Exhale
Finn is awake Again
Goodbye Again
Making a hell of Heaven
More than Human
Life is bigger than I Thought
All these moments already Lost
We are all Monsters
More than Enough
Real disaster is Divine
Time to Sleep
Storm Ahead
Our unconquerable Will
This gate without a Gate
Time to get out of Wonderland
It was Worthwhile
We are already Dust
Let's get Started
Toys are Us
This unique condition is nothing Special
Listening to the machines Singing
 
 click here for sample images  
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 PRODUCTS WEARABLE PRODUCTS   
 
T-SHIRT IMAGES 
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WOMEN'S HI-END T-SHIRTS 
These have a similar graphic as the regular t-shirts 
except the design of these wearable line is more 
stylish and only the ones you see on display will be 
printed with our unique graphic. Even though 
these are generic high end shirts, with our graphic 
they are now a valuable unique garment that says 
a lot about your values and how you spend your 
money.
 
Price: $25-$35
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WOMEN'S ACTIVE SPORTS JACKET 
 
This unique jacket is the only one of its kind in the 
world. It had a life as a cross-country ski jacket 
that was manufactured in the 1970’s in Austria. 
With our prominent logo – this retro/slick fashion 
item can be used as a warm up jacket for yoga or 
running. This item was featured in our fashion 
shoot. We ask that the person who bids on this 
item be aware of at least one international or local 
environmental or social issue so that you can 
speak about it when people ask you about the 
jacket. It would be even better if you were actively 
involved in working on one the issues important 
to your community and the world.
 
Price: Open Bid 
click here for more images 
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WOMEN'S SPORT JACKET 
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 PRODUCTS & SERVICES WEARABLE PRODUCTS  
 
WOMEN'S FASHION WEAR 
These unique items are sewn from saree material 
but are really generic designs from Thailand and 
the western world. Each garment is unique and 
only one of the particular material-pattern-colour 
will ever be made. Most of the models from our 
fashion shoot will be available at the Brand 
Launch to discuss local and international issues 
regarding humanity and the environment.
 
Price: Open Bid 
click here for more images 
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WOMEN'S HI FASHION 
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 PRODUCTS & SERVICES WEARABLE PRODUCTS  
 
SAMSARA HEADGEAR 
These stylish black caps come from a generic 
design. We have strategically placed our logo on 
them so that people will notice them and ask the 
wearer about the logo. We ask purchasers of these 
hats to be aware of humanitarian and 
environmental issues, so that you can engage 
people in the Samsara Unlimited project. In that 
way you become part of our collaboration network 
and active in generating the field of compassion.
 
Price: $15 
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 PRODUCTS & SERVICES WEARABLE PRODUCTS  
 
SAMSARA TIBETAN CRAFTED CLOTHES 
These clothes have been hand-made by Tibetan 
refugees living in India and brought to use by a 
Tibetan friend living in Saskatoon. We think that 
the clothes are stylin’ . Check out their site www.
tkesur.ca
 
Price: various 
click here for more images 
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 PRODUCTS & SERVICES WEARABLE PRODUCTS  
 
SAMSARA TIBETAN CRAFTED JEWLERY 
These necklaces, bracelets and chokers have been 
handcrafted by Tibetan refugees living in India. 
We have brought them to you so that the folks that 
made them can earn a livelihood.
 
Price: various 
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ART MOLDED FROM CHOCOLATE 
BUDDHA-IN-A-BOWL
CHOCOLATE DIAS 
EMPTY CHOCOLATE BUDDHA HEAD 
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 PRODUCTS ART MOLDED FROM CHOCOLATE  
 
BUDDHA-IN-A-BOWL
(If you meet the Buddha as chocolate – eat him)
 
These assorted laughing Buddha truffles require 
at least three bytes to finish, rest upon a bed of 
SmartiesTM and come in a bowl that is design 
form Saimese fighting fish. Most people eat the 
solid head first and then discover a delicious 
‘secret’ interior. Once you have consumed the 
Buddha, he’ll be gone and you’ll be left with just 
some Smarties TM in a fighting fish bowl. Will you 
eat the Buddha? Will you put him on a shelf? Will 
you give him to a friend? Will you keep him 
because he is the part of the first edition of this 
production and will become more valuable as he 
slowly converts into an art icon?
 
Price: 10$ each
click here for more images 
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CHOCOLATE BUDDHA-IN-A-BOWL
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 PRODUCTS ART MOLDED FROM CHOCOLATE  
 
CHOCOLATE DIAS 
 
Replica of traditional South Asian lamp used for 
sacred rituals made out of chocolate. Very tasty. 
‘Dias’ is the sanksrit root of our word ‘day’. One 
day we will make an entire temple made out of 
chocolate. So you will be able to collect/eat all the 
chocolate icons and artifacts.
 
 
Price: $3 each 
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 PRODUCTS ART MOLDED FROM CHOCOLATE  
 
EMPTY CHOCOLATE BUDDHA HEAD 
FILLED WITH MASS PRODUCED CANDY 
 
Chocolate Buddha heads filled with SmartiesTM, 
SkittlesTM, or gummy bears. Eat the interior or 
eat the container. These heads are very expensive 
to make because they take a lot of chocolate and 
they often break in production. However, they are 
quite unique – for the art collector or chocolate 
lover only.
 
Price: Minimum bid to be established 
click here for more images 
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EMPTY CHOCOLATE BUDDHA HEAD
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PRODUCTS TO SOOTHE YOUR KARMA 
INCENSE
INCENSE BOX 
MASSAGE & BATH OIL 
BATH SALTS 
FACE, BODY, AND HAND CREMES/MASSAGE OILS 
'Fresh' Spray DEODORIZOR/DISINFECTANT
BUDDHA SOAP 
BUDDHA ON A ROPE 
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 PRODUCTS & SERVICES PRODUCTS TO SOOTHE YOUR KARMA  
 
INCENSE
 
This premium quality incense with a touch of 
aromatherapy is hand-rolled in India for Samsara 
Unlimited. We requested that it be WHO certified 
so that our already healthy customers would get 
only the best incense. What makes it special is that 
each package is actually a unique artwork but is 
also a variation of the information describing the 
product.
 
Price: 3$/box (12 sticks) 
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INCENSE BOX 
 
A local artisan, Jesse Thornton, designs and 
manufactures our fine wood boxes. Only for the 
incense connoisseur.
 
Price: $60 ea 
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MASSAGE & BATH OIL 
l     Rejuvenating
l     Relaxing
l     Sensual
l     Relief
(click on desired state for details) 
100% pure fragrant essential oil in a base of 
almond and walnut oils. Each bottle has an 
editioned art label on it.
 
Price: $15 ea 
click here for more images
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MASSAGE & BATH OILS
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BATH SALTS 
 
100% pure fragrant essential oils in a base of 
epsom salts. Each container has an editioned art 
label on it.
 
Price: $15 ea 
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FACE, BODY, AND HAND CREMES/MASSAGE OILS 
l     Anticellulite
l     Renewal
l     Baby 1 & 2
l     Joy 1 & 2 
l     sensual 1 & 2 
(click here to see desired formulation) 
100% pure fragrant essential oils in a base of 
certified organic oil of coconut, vitamin E, 
sunflower seed, sweet almond, apricot kernel, 
avocado and wheat germ. Each container has an 
editioned art label on it.
 
Price: $10 ea 
click here for more images
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FACE, BODY AND HAND CREMES/MASSAGE OIL
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 PRODUCTS PRODUCTS TO SOOTHE YOUR KARMA  
 
'FRESH' Pump Aerosol 
Anti-bacterial/Anti-Viral and it smells great 
100% pure fragrant essential oils (including 
lavender, eucalyptus, oregano, teatree and in a 
water base. Each container has an editioned art 
label on it.
 
Price: $15 ea 
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 PRODUCTS PRODUCTS TO SOOTHE YOUR KARMA  
 
BUDDHA SOAP 
 
Wash your karma away with these 100% vegetable 
soaps of a reclining laughing Buddha. Made by a 
local soap maker for Samsara Unlimited using our 
molds. Made by local soap artisan Lynne Erickson. 
 
Price: $7 ea 
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BUDDHA ON A ROPE (coming soon) 
 
a standing laughing soap Buddha on a rope made 
of 100% vegetable products for Samsara 
Unlimited by a local soap maker using our molds.
 
 
Price: $10 ea 
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REPRODUCTIVE ART 
The use of the same images from our higher-end product line - 
designed to be affordable and collectable. All are editioned. 
HAND PRINTS 
POSTCARDS
FASHION ART 
ADVERTISING ART
AL HACK BUSINESS CARD MANDALA 
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 PRODUCTS REPRODUCTIVE ART  
 
HAND PRINTS 
 
Printed images of hands on fine art paper. 
Designed for art collectors. If you wanted to 
purchase one of our original silk wall hangings 
but did not have the space then these should fit 
nicely. The images come in different colours so 
that you can co-ordinate with any room.
 
Price: $50 each; Set of 5 for $200 
click here for more images 
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HAND PRINTS
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POSTCARDS
 
More or less the image and aphorisms as printed 
on the t-shirts but printed card stock. Really 
affordable art. Collect them all. 13 different cards.
 
Price: $ 2 per card (13 available). Sets signed by Al Hack 
$30 click here for more images 
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Postcard Images 
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FASHION ART 
Our models chose to work with us because they 
are interesting in speaking on social and 
environmental issues at our promotional events. 
 
 
click here for our promotional fashion images 
Price: $ 20 
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Fashion Images 
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 PRODUCTS REPRODUCTIVE ART  
 
ADVERTISING ART 
Editioned images are used in our promotional 
campaign in bathrooms and on garbage cans. 
These images are based on our postcard series.
 
 
click here for source images used from postcard series 
Price: $ 20 
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 PRODUCTS & SERVICES REPRODUCTIVE ART  
 
AL HACK BUSINESS CARD MANDALA 
Business cards from the founder arranged for 
contemplation.
 
Price: $ 25 
click here for larger image 
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DECORATIVE ART 
High-end art that belongs with a collector or gallery. 
WALL HANGINGS - COMING TO CANADA SERIES 
DISTRACTED BUDDHA 
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 PRODUCTS & SERVICES DECORATIVE ART  
 
WALL HANGINGS - COMING TO CANADA SERIES 
 
Various hands of South Asian Elders printed on 
saree materials with Sanskrit aphorisms from Al 
Hack. These items were designed for collectors 
and art galleries 
 
Price: $ 500 Minimum bid 
click here for more images 
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Wallhangings 
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DISTRACTED BUDDHA 
 
This Buddha is covered in thumbtacks. Some will 
fall out, but this is good. This interactive work 
gives you the pleasure of sticking thumbtacks in a 
3-D abstraction of someone trying to meditate. 
The feeling is like popping bubble-wrap but more 
fun because you are actually sticking thumbtacks 
into a piece of art and an icon at the same time.
 
Price: Minimum bid to be established. 
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NETWORKING/COMMUNICATION
SAMSARA UNLIMITED PORTAL 
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 SERVICES NETWORKING/COMMUNICATION  
 
SAMSARA UNLIMITED PORTAL 
The portal is in its early phases and will not be 
fully functional. However you will be able to 
access the constructed portions from the Gordon 
Snelgrove Gallery
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our COMPANY PROFILE 
introduction to samsara unlimited 
Samsara Unlimited, a division of Al Hack Concepts, is a for profit design company and art 
system that focuses on applying design principles to art objects, consumer products and other 
systems. Samsara Unlimited strives to extend the flow of financial and creative capital to small 
groups or individuals who themselves aim to facilitate the development of locally sustainable 
systems centered on the integration of environmental and humanitarian values. We intend to 
be a catalyst in developing an ecology of compassion and consider the financial dimension of 
profit critical but secondary to this goal. 
The creative and business partners involved with the Samsara Unlimited network are 
interested in neither financial profit for the sake of financial profit nor creativity for the sake of 
creativity. We do observe these motivating principles in operation in the business and art 
worlds and use our critical awareness of them to generate creative and effective production 
methods, tools and products in accord with the Samsara Unlimited mission. 
The products, services and idea systems that we develop take the form of contemporary 
conceptual socially engaged art. Our objective is to extend art objects and processes into 
business operations and into everyday life thorough our experimental design, product 
development and marketing process. Similarly, under our collaborative model we encourage 
the development of like-minded grass roots businesses by providing networking tools, 
examples of best practices and the opportunity to use Samsara Unlimited as an umbrella 
brand. 
We believe that when people are fulfilled creatively, live in accord with nature and are able to 
pay themselves a fair wage, they become less interested in the culture of accumulation and 
are more available to focus their financial and creative surplus on projects of environmental 
and humanitarian importance. Similarly, the items and services that those people need to build 
their work environment and for their daily living are enhanced by the use of the ideas and 
aesthetics behind conceptual and socially engaged art.
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our MISSION 
what we do 
To design and develop art products, services and idea systems that maintain the qualities of 
contemporary conceptual socially engaged art and encourage an ecology of compassion 
through personal and environmental sustainability.  
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our HISTORY 
where we come from 
Al Hack, of Al Hack Concepts inspired the vision of developing an ecology of compassion 
through a commercial venture based on the values of balance, awareness, respect, creativity, 
personal sustainability, cooperation and collaboration and pragmatism. Al Hack conceived 
Samsara Unlimited as an art product and system laboratory to investigate how creative and 
financial capital could generate a field of compassion. As an organization Samsara Unlimited 
was limited, but as a field it could inspire ordinary people who were in its proximity to generate 
their own systems of compassion. 
Pravin Pillay, an artist, yogi, and social and environmental activist who happened also to have 
an MBA was recruited in early 2006 to take Samsara Unlimited from the Al Hack Concepts 
laboratory and develop the idea for the commercial world. 
Al Hack suggested that a good strategy would be to develop a line of products and services 
that maintained the qualities of conceptual and socially engaged art so that the products and 
services would actually investigate the assumptions and systems behind their creation. 
Embodying a business in a social artwork was a way to network the talents, creativity, and 
energies of artists, activists, business professionals, and grass roots owner/operators into a 
collaborative force. Al Hack insisted that the art products, services and system ideas should be 
designed with personal and environmental sustainability in mind since this would help to 
generate the ground necessary for compassion to become part of everyday living. 
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our VALUES 
what we believe in 
Creativity
we believe that creative fulfillment leads to contentment. 
Personal Sustainability
we believe that personal sustainability encourages people to work from a place of 
fearlessness. 
Awareness
we attempt to cultivate awareness through our designs and through our operations. 
Respect
we encourage respect in all our activities. We believe that respect between individuals can 
propagate respect between cultures and for the environment. 
Collaboration and Cooperation
we realize that we cannot be experts in everything and the Samsara Unlimited Project is 
ambitious, so we engage the creative energies of likeminded people. 
Balance
we think that balance in all things leads to contentment and is a good approach to work and 
life. 
Pragmatism
we are not idealists nor are we pessimists. We are striving to create art products, services, 
and idea systems that embody the values we hold.
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our BUSINESS MODEL 
generating compassion, art, and money 
The entire Samsara Unlimited organization has been developed around three core ideas: 
extending a field of compassion through the sale of conceptual art designs; effective 
management of the Samsara Unlimited operation; a focused community investment strategy. 
Our financial capital is generated from the sale of our art products, the contracting of our 
consulting services, and marketing of our idea systems. All of our operations and designs are 
inspired by the universal teachings of yoga and the Buddha and can be understood as socially 
engaged and conceptual artforms. Although our products appear to be consumer products that 
can be manufactured on a mass scale, each one is actually a unique or editioned handmade 
artwork that examines the relationship between mass production, art, consumer products, the 
use of labour in the developing world and marketing. The essence of our art product line 
inspires an examination of the desires that drive the function of the consumer/spectator as well 
as the producer/artist and the various ecosystems that they inhabit. 
We feel that if people are going to purchase products and services then they should have the 
option of products and services that embody the aesthetic, critical thinking and idea 
engagement engendered by contemporary art. 
Our financial capital sustains our business operations, our prototype laboratory and our 
investment in developing a network of sustainable systems in local communities. Investing in 
extending the field of compassion through a network is the key to our future. We achieve this 
by developing products and services that like-minded grass roots businesses can use and by 
investment in people and projects at a grass roots level that fall through the crack of public and 
private attention and funding. The communities, individuals and projects in which we choose to 
invest are neither registered charitable organisations, where they are able to initiate extensive 
fund raising drives nor are there focus of operation located in a geopolitical region where 
support is readily available. 
By keeping our financial capital flowing through the sales of the Samsara Unlimited products 
and services and through our network development and investment strategy, we aim to 
enhance the conversion of creative capital into the compassionate capital using material 
means. 
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our ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
the sum of our parts 
Product Design and Development Lab:
Where we create our products and services in a fusion of art, craft, commercial product and 
social and environmental awareness 
Business office:
Where our administration, marketing and accounting functions occur 
Production/Warehousing:
Where products developed, branded, packaged and prepared for shipping 
Portal:
This will be our electronic presence on the World Wide Web and the key to developing the 
Samsara Unlimited partner network. 
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our FUTURE 
where we want to be 
To ensure that all of our products, services and idea systems are developed with the principles 
of fair trade, fair wage, and organics and encourage a sustainable relationship with the 
environment. 
 
To focus on design and prototype development by engaging experts within the Samsara 
Unlimited/Al Hack Concepts network to manufacture and market our designs. 
 
To generate financial capital that allows us to make significant investments in community 
based projects
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our DESIGN 
Read on about the madness behind the method and then check out our PRODUCTS & 
SERVICES ! 
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our DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
We design our art product using the principles of Universal Access. To us art products have 
typically been designed for specific markets. We prefer to design our products so that as many 
people as possible can benefit from them. As such we using the following principles in our 
design process:
Equitable Use 
Flexibility in Use 
Simple and Intuitive Use 
Perceptible Information 
Tolerance for Error 
Size and Space for Approach and Use
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our DESIGN METHOD 
Samsara Unlimited utilizes the Vision in Product Design (ViP) developed at the faculty of 
Industrial Design Engineering at Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands. This 
method focuses on possibilities rather than on problem solving. ViP focuses on creating a 
context before designing the product. As such anything that results from a creative process is 
the product and can be applied across product categories but can be applied to problems in 
management and social structure
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our DESIGN PROCESS
At Samsara Unlimited our design process starts by examining various factors that form a 
context and require a particular product to be created for it. We do this by exploring ideas 
‘ideas, observations, principles, states, developments, beliefs, trends, and obsessions that 
occur in art and society. This holistic approach to context is then applied to the design 
features. Consequently we emphasize functionality, performance, production, aesthetics and 
ergonomics in our products.
During the process:  
We hold the design vision from conception to production for each product. 
If we are designing a product and do not have the technical or design expertise needed we 
seek out experts and get them involved. 
In our design lab we develop prototypes and test them with potential customers. Then we 
make adjustments. Our customers are central to our design method. With feedback from them, 
we are able to create products that are able to generate the results we are seeking. 
We keep in mind that the design lab is the key to our future success. We attempt to create a 
work environment where artistic play is the norm (form follows function, function follows form 
We maintain that form follows function and function follows form. That is, these design 
principles are dynamic such that form and function are worked actively to evolve the product 
as it moves through the design process.
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our AESTHETIC & CONCEPTUAL DIMENSIONS 
Our initial art products and services have been designed with guidance from the Al Hack 
Concepts and are contextualized by three interdependent aesthetic dimensions: financial 
generation, networking and reproduction.
art as a financial generation system 
The transmutation of art ideas into financial capital 
Sensory Oriented - edible, fragranced, or tactile products 
Packaging Enhancement - recyclable, Iconic, and high status products 
Decoration - wall and space enhancement 
Wearable Products - low and high fashion aesthetics
art as a networking/communication system  
The extension and propagation art products 
Entertainment Oriented (Art that is performed or created by and for artists and to engage the 
general public) 
Web based communications (portals, web sites, e-mail art) 
Promotions and Advertising (print, time-based and electronic)
art as a reproductive system 
The ability of the system to produce products that seem like they could be mass 
manufactured, but are actually hand-made, unique, or editioned 
Reproduction (Art that is made based on the process of editioning and the replication of ideas)
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our DESIGN VISION 
All our products are:
Unique, hand made, or editioned 
Based on esoteric yogic, Hindu, and Buddhist aesthetics 
Designed to work towards 100% incorporation of the principles fair trade, fair wage, and 
organics
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Sunday, 26. November 2006 02:01 PM 
Thank you for stopping by my site. Here you can 
leave your mark.   
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17)
    
o 
Location: 
-
Thursday, 19. October 2006 01:13 PM   
o 
16)
    
Maureen L 
Location: 
-
Monday, 9. October 2006 08:36 PM   
Part II 
The provocative nature of the show relates, I think, to 
the way it activated contradictory impulses. And, rather 
than trying to reconcile them, Samsara Unlimited let 
these opposing forces work themselves out in each 
individual’s experience of the evening. A retail setting 
activates consumerist impulses and social relations that 
are normally at odds with the philanthropic impulse to 
help suffering humanity and the spiritual pull to 
transcend Samsara altogether. This creates a sense of 
vertigo: consumerist desires are enacted and the 
question is, am I contributing to the problem or the 
solution, or both simultaneously? The lack of a pat 
answer reflects the reality of life as a middle-class 
North American embedded firmly in capitalist society. 
Samsara Unlimited also gestures at the possibility that, 
at least during temporary interventions, capitalist 
forms and processes can be torqued to produce 
different outcomes. At least temporarily, the project is 
producing real effects for a group of children in 
Zimbabwe. 
15)
    
Maureen L 
Location: 
-
Monday, 9. October 2006 08:35 PM   
Part I 
 
I love the idea of transforming the art exhibit into a 
tool for social change. Many activist cultural 
productions take place outside the gallery because the 
“white box” is not seen as a really effective site for 
activating social justice concerns. However, Pravin 
managed to find a way to do just that, while creating a 
controversial, thought-provoking and materially 
successful show. By materially successful, I’m referring 
to the fact that the funds raised for the Zimbabwe 
project were well over the initial goal. 
14)
    
the sandwitch 
Location: 
-
Sunday, 24. September 2006 05:44 AM   
hello carrie gates, 
unfourtunately, your assumptions on my "opinion" 
being one of observing this installation/intervention at 
it's early stage, is incorrect. the snelgrove gallery was 
attended on thursday, a day before the opening. the 
opening would have beeen delightful to attend, to 
experience, but i could not attend.  
of course i've read the online statement. that is how i 
found this guestbook and re-visited because of being 
so unsettled with my dissapointment in this exhibition. 
in fact, the entire website content was read including 
press releases and artist statements, in hopes to 
improve my impressions of this MFA project. i would 
not have opened my big yap if what i had to say was 
not soundly educated. it is OK to have critique of work, 
even more so than praise. ask mr.pillay, a clearly 
educated man, himself. once again, the conceptual end 
of samsara is excellent, just badly executed, in my own 
humble opinion. thank you for championing the cause 
of samsara, i'm sure it was appreciated by many. 
13)
    
R. Mutt (part1) 
Location: 
-
Friday, 22. September 2006 07:37 PM   
Congratulations. You've all started a business. And you 
should be proud Mr. Pillay, very few people receive two 
MBA's in their lifetime. Do not be mistaken, this is 
clearly all you have accomplished here. For you may 
have made a business, but it is quite apparent that art 
has no business with you. Of course there is room for 
this in the artworld, but its on the icky side of the 
artworld with other things that were famous for being 
bad ideas. Let's face it, this is about as thought 
provoking and fullfilling as a trip to McDonalds. Despite 
what slogans you butter me, "the smart consumer" up 
with - I'm most assuredly not "lovin' it". 
12)
    
R. Mutt (part 2) 
Location: 
-
Friday, 22. September 2006 07:37 PM   
Like many businesses, you have decided to make 
contributions towards a good cause. Many people will 
support you for this, and you will sadly think that it is 
because you have talent. I am here to help you. I am 
here to tell you that you have no artistic talent. I am 
here to tell you that in your efforts to contribute 
compassion towards a good cause, you are very much 
contributing towards the destruction and descent of 
another. Who will fight for this cause? Who will donate 
these fighting words towards it? I will. For your 
disrespect is written all over the dollar store content 
that is Samsara Unimited. So please stop dragging 
something as beautiful and free as Art into what you 
have done. 
11)
    
R. Mutt (part 3) 
Location: 
-
Friday, 22. September 2006 07:36 PM   
I'd feel better about donating to your cause if you 
simply collected door to door. The products 
manufactured locally are poorly made and there is 
nothing you carry that I could not find in another store 
or make myself in the span of an hour. If you claim to 
have compassion, then why have you put so little effort 
and so little thought into the "art" on display? 
10)
    
R. Mutt (part 4) 
Location: 
-
Friday, 22. September 2006 07:34 PM   
Please stop referring to these items as art. Apart from 
an ability to advertise, and basic hand eye 
coordination, you clearly lack talent and vision. People 
defending this kind of work need to get out more, and 
maybe ask themselves what they are missing in their 
lives that even the discussion generated by this 
garbage might fill. I should remind some of you that 
discussion about a project does not automatically make 
it successful either. I am only here now because 
someone needs to stop fanning your little behinds, and 
tell you that what you are doing is disgraceful, and for 
whatever cause you think you are leading people 
towards, it is undeniably your own. Now please do 
everyone a favor and quitely be forgotten. 
Filipp: 
Ameriquest Mortage - trouble with new 
mortgage 
Filipp: 
Ameriquest Mortage - trouble with new 
mortgage 
Den: 
prescription-tramadol - 
9)
      
Carrie Gates 
otherartists(at)gmail
(dot)com
Location: 
-
Friday, 22. September 2006 03:40 PM    
Here is a link to my thoughts on samsara Unlimited: 
 
http://homepage.usask.ca/~cdg118/samsara-cdg.html 
 
I'm writing from home...I'm too sick to come to the 
opening tonight (arg!), but I really wanted to 
participate in some way, so please read my comments 
through the link above and let me know what what you 
think. 
 
~carrie 
8)
      
Twyla 
entirely(at)gmail(dot)
com
Location: 
-
Friday, 22. September 2006 01:32 PM    
I was incredibly impressed by this project. I am a BFA 
student, and I'm definitely looking forward to my final 
exhibition so I can do something as amazing and 
elaborate as you have. The responses by people I've 
talked to and such have been interesting. I love the 
focus on the religiousity of consumerism. 
 
Finally, I think it's always a great thing when people 
can participate in the show. I found a shirt that I liked 
in your exhibit and I'm buying it - proof that I too am a 
consumer hack, and in fact I'm not ashamed of it - I'm 
a typical North American. I appreciate that I can waste 
ånd make little effort to curb it. I enjoy shopping, I 
enjoy the capitalist society in which we live because 
I'm a middle class white citizen. But that doesn't mean 
I don't think about it or consider it.  
 
Overall, the show was very interesting and I 
appreciated it for being thought provoking. 
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